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CHAPTER 1 

General introduction 

Although longer chain terminal alkenes have a wide vatiety of user, such as in the production of 

detergents, plastiuzem and iubncants and as plymenration ~ m c n o m e n .  only a llmlted number 

of pmcesses are mdusmally applied to prepare these alkenes. Among these processes are the 

dehydration of natural alcohols, cracking af higher paratfins (wax cracking), and oligomenratlon 

P ~ O C ~ S S ~ S  such as the Ziqler prorass and the Shell Hlgher Olefin Pro- (SHOP).'.' 

The basic raw materlal for the dehydration of alcohals 1s a fatly acld tnglycende whlch is 6mt 

converted to the methyl ester and then reduced to the pnmary alcohol The alcohol is dehydrated 

to a temlnal alkene in a catalytic vapur phase reactmn at 300-450 'C over a neutrai or sltghtly 

basc alumma catalyst (Flgure 1 1) 



FBI splimng and 
Reestermation 

Fany add 
Vlglycende RCHICOOCH. 

Tranrertenflcation 

CatalyUc 
Hydrwenatirn 

Figure 1.1: Schematic representatbn of the dehydrat;on of aicohok 

Thermal cracking of paraffin waxes (Figure 1 2) has been used for many yeas to prepare temlnal 

alkenes (0-IeRns) In order to mlnlmlze the produdlon of ethene and pmpene and maxlmlze the 

yleld of termlnal alkenes wax cracklng IS conducted undei somewhat mllder condltlons 

(500600 'C for 5-15 s) mmpared to the produdlon of ethene by wacklng of naphtha or g a s 4  

Although the chem~stry of thls process s quite complex the smpltfled process can be seen as a 

radtcal chaln mechanism in which the key step is the el!minaDon of 1-alkene from a Jecondary free 

radlca 

Fjgure 1.2: Schematic representation of wax crackng 



In the Zlegler process (Flgure 1 3) ethene c wnvelled mto CI-Go temlnal alkenes (adefms) wlth 

an even number of carbon atoms Unl~ke the product from the wax cacklng p r m  the l-alkenes 

that are prepared wth the Zlegler process are essentially free of diene naphthene and aromatlc 

lmpuntles 

H,O 
NaOH 

Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of the ZegIer process 

The nickelcatalyzed oligomeriration of ethene to prepare lknear terminal alkenes on a large scale 

was used by Shell in the Shell Higher Olefin Process (Figure 1.4) .  

Figure 1.4: Schematic represenlafion of the Shell Higher Ole#" Process (SHOPJ 
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SHOP involves four sequenbal operabons, starting with ethylene oligomenzation with a soluble 

nickel catalyst to give linear terminal alkenes These alkenes are isomenzed over a heterogeneous 

catalyst to internal alkenes in the second step. The thlrd step involves a metathesis readion, 

followed by a comblnatlon of isomenration, hydroformylation and hydrogenation in the lasl step. 

Mast of the wmmeraal processes are based on ethylene ol~gomenzatlon and pmduce only even 

numbered llnear termlnal alkenes The termma1 alkenes that are amllable in South Afrfca however 

are mostly produced from a gaslflcatlon plant and Facher-Tmpsch canverslon (Sasol) (Figure 1 5) 

Fgure 1.5: Overall process scheme for Fmher Tropch 



General introduct,0n 

AS can be seen in the product grade-up sedm the C.-C. aikene stream a d~stllled out in the 

hydrocabon upgrad~ng step These alkene streams ,"dude odd-numbered term~nal aikenes 

makmg thls product unlque to South Afnca Since the w r l d  market 1s focused on even numbered 

term~nal alkenes, there is a need to convert shorter cham (odd-numbered) t en~na l  alkenes mto the 

more valuabie longer chaln (even-numbered) termma1 alkenes 

There are different catalytic routes to add value to the alkene SVeams aMilable in South Aftica, 

whlch consist mainly of C.C. alkenes. To increase the chain length pmcesses such as 

oligomerizat~an and metathesis can be used, followed by the conversion of an mternai alkene Into 

a terminal alkene by using an lsomenzatlan step. When different catalytic readlonr are comblned 

in one reactor, without separation steps in between, the term "tandem catalyss' is urea '' 

Metathesis is the reactton that is used as lhe first step of the tandem reactions, and convem the 

shon chain terminal alkene stalung matetial into a longer chaln internal aikene in the presence of a 

transition metal catalyst?.' The transalkylation reaction is based on the gmwth reaction that was 

developed by Ziegier and m-workers In this transalkylation reactton, an internal alkene 1s 

ISomenLec to a terminal alkene in the presence of a V~alkylaiuminum compound and an 

lsomenzation catalyst, by the displacement and subsequent backdisplacement of the alkyl groups 

of the alum~num compoundb" 

Although the mdustnal appllcatton of the Vanralkylat~on reactton was reported in patents almost 

no lnformatlon can be found on the readlo" ltself Therefore the transalkylatlon reaction wlll be 

pmpedy mvestlgatec before lnmrporabng it in the tandem catalysts reacttons 

The aim of this proled is to obtar these longer chaln terminai alkenes from wldeiy available 

shorter chain terminal alkenes through a tandem catalysis process. In this case, the tandem 

catalysis experiments inMlve the combtnabon of metathesis and transalkylation as well as 

metathesis and iscmerirattan in one reactor resultmg in the formation of longer chain terminal 

alkenes. 



1.1 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

The aim of this study is to make longer chain terminal alkenes by using metathesis and 

transalkylation or metathesis and isomerization in tandem catalysis. To achieve this, the following 

objectives were formulated: 

Study and optimize the metathesis reaction of short chain alkenes with Grubbs 1 as a 

catalyst. 

Perfom the metathesis reaction vith l-pentene under optimized conditions to obtain 

4-octene, the startlng matenal for the transalkylation and iscmetization expetiments. . Investigate the transalkylation reaction under different reaction conditions (temperature, 

reaction time, a1kene:Ai ratios) with different aluminum compounds and optimize it for 4- 

octene. 

Find a suitable and available quantnatlve analysls technique to determine the yield of the 

transalkylation reaction. 

Develop a sultable reactton setup for the tmnsalkylation reactions that can also be used in 

the tandem experiments. 

Comblne metathesis and transalkylation in one single reactor to obtam l M e n e  by using 

tandem catalysis (Figure 1.6). . Investigate the possibility of transforming the ruthenium Grubbs 1 catalyst to an 

isomerization catalyst ;n stu. wlthaut the addition of chemicals to induce this change, for 

the tandem metathesis-isomerization expetiments. 

Compare the l-actene yield and selectivity of the tandem metathesis-transalkylation 

reactions and the metathesis-isomenzatlon reactions. 

Figure 1.6: Schematk representation of tandem catalysis 

(hydrogen and other ligmds amjned for ciamy. M = metal) 
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1.2 STRUCTURE OF THIS THESIS 

The metathesis readon IS devnbed in Chapter 2, where dtfferent alkenes are used in the 

experiments and the metathesls reactlo" is optmzed by varymg the alkene catalyst ram 

The subject of Chapter 3 is the transalkylatlon reactlo". The displacement and backdisplacement 

part of the transalkylation reactlon are optimized and a sullable quantitative analysis method 

together with a stainless steel reactor setup is developed 

Chapter 4 describes two different types of tandem catalysis reactions that are both used to 

transform short chain termlnal alkenes into longer chain terminal alkenes. In the Rrst tandem 

readions, the metathesis reanloo (as described In Chapter 2) and the transalkylat8on reaction 

(Chapter 3) are combined and the tandem reaction 1s optimized. The l-actene yields from these 

tandem reactions are then campared to the second type of tandem catalysis reactions, in which 

the metathesis is combined with isamedzatlon by using the Grubbs 1 catalyst system under 

different reaction condltlons. 

Chapter 5 summarizes the mncluslons of the different components of this study and reflects on 

the industrial importance of thls research. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this chapter the metathesis reaction of d,fferent aikenes b studied and optimized. This 

metathesis reaction will be used as the first step in !he tandem catalysrs reactions as described in 

Chapter 4. The Gmbbs I catalyst showed hlgh activity and seiectivty and !he obtained yreids were 

reproducible. ranging between 45 and 64% for the pnmaw metathesis product. 



2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Metathests is the (apparent) interchange of caman atoms between a pair of double bonds. Thls 

means that in a metathesis readon two components react to form Dxo new components, wlth no 

changes in oxidation number (Figure 2 1). 

catal st 
2 C H 2 = C n H z n A  CnY&,H2n + CHPCH? 

F@ure 2.7: Schematic representation of the metathesis reaction 

The quite extraordmary nature of the alkene metathess reaction took chemists by surprise No one 

would have predicted in the 1950s or eady 1960s that a readion in which the double bond was 

apparently cleaved and the pieces put back together again was even remotely possible. Yet, not 

only is it possible. in same cases 1t can pmceed to equilibrium withln seconds." 

In industry. metathesis is one of the fundamental technoiogies that can be used to manipulate 

alkene streams. It allows manipulation of the carbon number of the streams, faul~tates the 

prepamtion of higher value products and can provide altemasve feed streams for other processes. 

A large-scale industrial p r e s s  that incorporates alkene metathesis is the Shell Higher Olefin 

Process (SHOP), where higher linear alkenes are produced from ethene? Metathesis 1s also used 

to produce compounds such as cmwn ethem, lactams and amino auds and in the rlngclosing 

metathesis of dienesU 

In metathesis reactions, a distinction can be made between the pnmary metathesis reaction, which 

isthe homometathesis reaction of the stafllng compound, side-readons due to isomerization, and 

secondary metathesis reactions. The secondary metathesis reactions include cmss metathesis 

reactions between terminal and internal alkenes and homometathesls reactions between identical 

alkenes." Although cross metathesis (CM), is regarded as ao unwanted sidereadon in 

homametathesis. studies showed that it can be used for the homolcgat~on of terminal alkenes' 

Fjgure 2.2: Schematrc representation of CM 



Other types d metathes~s whlch also tnclude a metaicatalyred red~stnbuhoo of carboncarbon 

double Mods are nng-openmg metathesls polymenrat8on (ROMP), nngclosmg metathesls (RCM) 

acycl8c dlene metathesis (ADMET) and nng-opening metathesls (ROM) ' O m  

Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of various metathesis reactions 

Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of ROM 

These types of metathesls were thoroughly investigated and excellent results were obtained. for 

example with ROMP to make funnianal polymes." 

2.1.1 Metathesis catalysts 

Metathesis catalysts can be divlded lnto two categones, homogeneous catalyst systems and 

heterogeneous catalyst systems. in the heterogeneous systems, the catalyst and the substate are 

in a different phase. Usually, the catalyst is in the =lid phase, whereas the substrate lmll be m the 

gas or liquid phase. In the homogeneous systems, the catalyst and substrate are in the same 

phase, whtch usually is the liquld phase. Both homogeneous and heterogeneous systems are used 
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for metathesis reactions, although most research is wncentrated on homogeneous systems. The 

main reason for this is that the homogeneous systems are mare suitable for mechanistic studtes. 

2 7.1 a Homoaenwus metathess cataivsls 

Homogeneous catalysis systems play an important role on laboratory scale, where a 

WmprehenSiM understanding of the metathesis p m c w  at a molecular level is required. Contrary 

to the illdefined Ziegler-Nana type homogeneous catalyst systems, catalysts that are mmmonly 

used for alkene metathesis almost invariably mntam a transition metal or organometallic complex 

and are usually welldefmed." These are sometimes effedlve by themselves, but often requlre the 

presence of a semnd compound (mcatalyst) and JDrnettmes even a third wmpound (promoter)." 

The systems most mmmonly used are based on the chlorides, oxides or other easily accessible 

complexes of Mo, Ru, W. Rh or Re.'"'' Catalyzed alkene metathesis reactlans are c h m  readions 

with usually high turnover numberr.' 

Ruthenium mmpounds have found wide application as catalysts for synthetic transformations in 

organic synthesis. The 11 dlfferent oxidation states of ruthenium make it suitawe as a catalyst 

metal, as well as its capab~lity to acmmmodate different ligands and its relative low pnce 

compared to other catalyst metals. Ruthenium catalyzed reactions include alkene metathesis. 

hydrogenation, o~genation. Lewis-acidcatalyzed reactions and many more.'820 

G ~ b b s  developed In the mld 1990s a ruthenium catalyst that was a breakthrough in homogeneous 

metathesis research (Figure 2.5). 

Figure 2.5: Gmbbs I catalyst [CI,(PCy&Ru=CHPhI 
(bis(tricyci0hexyiphosphine)benzyiidene mthenium(iVJdichi0ride) 

The Grubbs catalyst is the most popular and useful metathesis catalyst known to date."'" It 

mmbines a high actlvlty wlth an excellent tolerance towards polar functtonai gmups, which is due 

to the well balanced electronic and wordinatwe unsaturatlon of the Ru(1ll) centre."" The 

ruthenium mmplex has lower metathesis actiwty than the catalyst developed by Schroek based on 

molybdenum (Figure Z.B), but this lower intrinsic reactimty is mmpensated by an Increased 

tolerance towards functional groups and a Somevhat higher selectlvtty. 



F,gure 2.6: Schrock's molybdenum catalyst (R=OC(CHd(CFd j 

In wntrast to the Schroek catalysts, the ruthenium mmplexes can be used in !he presence of both 

air and ~ a t e r . ~ ' ~ ~ " ' ~  The Grubbs catalyst is known to be adve in a broad temperature range. at 

a1kene:Ru ratios up to 100.000. with hlgh seledlvtttes and lime or no activity for alkene 

isomenzatl~n.~" 

After the first generabon Gmbbs catalyst the sewnd generation was developed whlch wnusted 

of N-helerocycI~c carbene (NHC)-llgated wmplexes (Flgure 27) " Thls type of catalyst showed 

hlgher reactlwty selectmy and toleranon towards fundlonal groups "" 

F!gure 2.7: Second generation Grubbs catalyst (Gmbbs 2) 
[RuC12(=CHPh)(PCyJ(,Mes)l 

FuMer ~nvest~gatlons mto functlonalzed ruthenurn catalysts wlth different hgands are mrn& out 

ln order to lmprove actlvlty selectlvlty and fundlanal gmup tolerance *' 

2.1.1.b Herer09en~~smefathesls catalvsh 

In industry, mostly hetemgeneaus catalysts are used These catalysts usually consist of Mo, Ru. W 

or Re in a high oxidation state on an lnorgantc suppon such as alumina. silica or other Inert 

~ u d a e s . ~ '  Rhenium catalyst systems received attention because of thetr better functionality 

tolerance and its ability to operate under milder reaction wnditions. The advantages of hetem 
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genmus catalysis inciude easy separation of products from the cataiyst, greater thermal stability 

and longer catalyst l l f e t ~ m e . ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~  To be able to use heterogeneous catalysts and achieve the 

activity that is common to homogeneous catalysts. several studies were performed. In a part~cular 

Study, a special type of supported catalyst was developed?' This Ru-based heterogeneous 

catalyst is released from the =lid support during the metathesis reaction and the actlve species 1s 

solubilized. After the catalyt~c sequence. the propagating species returns to the solid support. 

2.1.2 Metathesis mechanism 

The mechanism of the metathesis reaction was not undentwd untll almost 20 years after its 

discovery in the mid 1950s.'~ In 1970, Chauvin proposed a mechanmsm that involved metal 

cartme and metallacycie mtermedlates, which has become known as the carbene mechanism 

and remains the generally accepted mechanism to date. He discovered that the metathesis 

reaction oaxrmd by a nonpaiwse metal carkne alkene exchange, which was later supponed by 

Grubbs, who found that mdeed c a t m e  and metallacycle mtermediates were f ~ r m e d . ' ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~  

Figure 2.8 Mechanism of alkene metathesis 

The prlnclpal steps of the alkene metathes~s amrdmg to the Chaumn mechanism (Figure 2 8) 

involve a trans~t~on metal cartme that forms a n complex by mrdlnahon of an alkene The [2+2] 

cycioaddotlon forms a metallacyclobutane followed by a [2+2] cycioreverrlon and d!ssoclat~on that 

leads to Ihe alkene product "" 

For the Grubbs catalyst systems, the proposed mechanistic pathways can be dlvlded lnto an 

asscclative and dissociative mechanism (Figure 2.9).'23"he asscciative pathway involves initial 

bindmg of the aikene to form an 18electron n complex (intermediate or transition state), followed 

by dissociation Of phosphine (Figure 2.10)' The dissociative pathway proceeds by the initial 10% 

of PCy, to generate a 14%leclron intermediate, followed by wordination of the alkene. The rate 

limiting step 1s believed to be the formation of the metallacydobutane.'i Kinetic and mechanlstlc 

Stud~eS have shown that the disscciatwe mechanism can be accepted as the preferred 
1Zd24*1' 



L L L 
CI,.. I R + alkene I R - PCYJ 1 R 

R u g  ( c I ) ~ - R u ~  e ( c I ) ~ - R u ~  

I \CI 
- alkene 1 \ + pcY3 

cY3 p C A P  R 
R 

Figure 2.9: AssWative pathway in alkene metathesis 

L L L 
CI .., I R - P C Y ~  CI, ... j R +alkene I R 

~ u d  A RU' (CI)~-FJ' 
I \ C I  =z \CI - alkene 

CY3 p 
R 

Figure 2.70: Dissociative pathway in alkene metathesis 

Figure 2.11: Schematic representation of dissociative pathway 
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When lwking at the s~mplified Schematic representation of the dissccJative pathway (Figure 2.11). 

it can be seen that first a complex enters the catalytic cycle (initiation) by the loss of phosphine 

tom the leelectmn benrylidene complex. The resultant ldelectmn mtermediate can either rebind 

the phosphme. or bind the alkene. Reblndlng the phosphme removes the mmplex fmm the 

cataiflc cycle, whereas reaction with the alkene (pmpagatlon) continues the catalytic cycle. 

Although a lot of research has been done and there IS general agreement about the mechanism. 

there is stlll a lot of discussion about the individual readon steps. This involves the nature of the 

metailacydobutane, whlch 1s considered to be either an Intermedate or a transition statezsz Other 

mechanlstlc aspects that have not been elucidated completely involve the determination of the 

actual ratedetermining step and the structure of the active catalytic species5' Both theoretical and 

klnetlc studies are cam& out in order to find the answers to the questions that std exist wlth 

w a r d  to the metathesls me~hanism.'"""~ 

Due to the extensive research mnsideting the metathesls mechanism and the influence of different 

ligands on catalyst systems and metathes~s a d v t y  it was deuded to concentrate thls study on the 

optimization of the metathesis reamon to make it suitable to use as the first step in the tandem 
catalysis expenments,l'.4> 1I..''S I' 5%" 

2.1.3 Factors influencing metathesis activity 

A number of factors can influence the advity of a catalyst system.' 

The raDo of the different companents. This usually mvolves the amount of catalyst relatlve 

to the amount of substrate, but also the relatlve amount of solvent can play a role. 

Reacfho temperature Generally it is found that advify increases when readon 

temperature is increased, but the occurrence of sde-reactions also plays a role in 

determlnlng the optimal reaction temperature. 

ACtimtion prid and order of addition of mmpanents. This is important for systems that 

require the use of a mcatalyst . Solvent. It is important to chwse a solvent wth suitable properties. For example, in 

homogeneous systems all components have to be soluble in the chosen solvent. 

To achieve the hlghest activity and sel&W. the aptlmal reactton conditions have to be 

determined by varying the abovementloned famrs 
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2.1.4Airns and objectives 

In this project the metathesis reamon was used as the first step in tandem catalysis experiments. 

The long chain internal alkenes that were prepared in the metathesis reanion fmm shorter chain 

terminal alkenes were used In the transalkylakm and ixlmenzation reactions in order to lorn 

longer cha~n termmal alkenes. 

Grubbsl 
Metathesis l-pntene 2 CH2=C4H8 - ClH8=ClH8 + CH2=CH2 

Grubbsl 
Metathesis 1-Mene 2CHFC7H,, - C7Hj4=C7H,~ + CH2=CH2 

GrubDs1 
Metathesis ldecene 2CH2=C9Hm - C9H18=CpH,8+ CH2=CH2 

Figure 2.12: Schematic representatin6 of metathesis reaction of l-penme. 

l-actene and l-decene with Grubbs 1 as a catalyst 

Grubbs 1 Was chosen as the catalyst for the metathesis reactions, because of ns high selmlvlhl 

towards me pnmary metathesis product (PMP) and relatively low price compared to the second 

generation Grubbs catalyst The reaction temperature was not vaned. A temperature of 30 'C was 

used for the reactions, because at this low temperature no significant lsomenration and SMP 1s 

found. The optimal alkene to catalyst ratio was determined for l-octene. Alkenes wim different 

chain iengths were used in Vle reactions and the influence of the presence of the solvent was 

investigated. 
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2.2 EXPERIMENTAL

2.2.1 Materials

Chlorobenzene (99%) was purchased from Aldrich and dried before use by refluxing it over CaH2.

1-Odene (97%) was obtained from Merck. passed through an activated ~03 column to remove

impurities (such as peroxides) and stored under nitrogen. Grubbs 1 catalyst (Aldrich) was used as

received. 1-Pentene (97%) and 1-decene (95%) were purchased from Acres and were used as

received.

2.2.2 Experimental method

The general metathesis procedure that was used in this projed is schematically drawn in Figure

2.13. In a typical experiment, 0.00524 g Grubbs 1 catalyst (alkene:Ru molar ratio =1,000) was

weighed and transferred to a 3 mL glass reaction vial fitted with Mininert valves (mini-reador). The

reador was brought under nitrogen and closed, followed by the addition of 0.6 mL chlorobenzene

(solvent and internal standard for gas chromatography, GC) and 1 mL 1-octene with gastight

syringes. The reador was stirred on a magnetic stirrer and kept at 30°C in an aluminum heating

block on a hot plate. A GC sample was taken for analysis at regular time intervals during the

metathesis reaction.

Mininert valves Gaslight syringe tor

/ additionofreagents

!N,(g) .

GlassMini
reactor
(3 or 5 mI)

Figure 2.13: Schematic representation of metathesis procedure
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Experiments were mnied out with l-pentene. 1-octene and l-decene as the starllng alkene. 

Generally, an a1kene:Ru molar ratla of 1.000 was used far the expenments, but expetiments where 

the ratio was varied were also pellormed In some expenments. the ethene gas that was formed 

during the metathesis reactm was allowed to escape To achieve this a needle was put in the 

Septum of the reactor during the reactlon 

2.2.3 Analytical techniques 

Analysis of the readon muture was perlamed an an Agllent Technologies 6850 gas 

chromatograph, equipped with a HP-1 coiumn (30 m x 0 32 mm x 0.25 pm. Methyl Slloxane) and 

FID detector. The following anaiysls m n d m m  were used: 

Inlet temperature 

Detector temperature 

N2 carrier gas flow rate 

Injection volume 

Oven program 

H2 gas flow rate 

Air flow rate 

Split ratio 

: 300 'C 

: 350 'C 

: 1.8 mL min ' at roam temperature 

: 0 2 pL (manual injeaion) 

70 'C for 1 m n  

70 to 200 'C at l o  'C mln' 

200 'C for 1 min 

40 mL min' at room temperature 

: 450 mL mln' at r w m  temperature 

: 50:l 

2.2.4 Calculations 

TO determine the composition of the metathests reachon mixfure the internal standard method was 

used. wiIh chlorobenzene (C.H.CI) as the internal standard. First, the response factor (q of the 

alkene compared to the intemal standard was calculated, using the following formula: 

VC. = volume of alkene [mL] 

Vpnci = volume of intemal standam [mL] 

Ac. = area of alkene peak (obtained from GC) 

A = area of internal standard peak (obtained from GC) 

rl = reSWnsefactor 



The response fador was calwlated by plonlng Vcflp,~, agalnst ACJAP~C, for SOluUOnS wlth 

different alkene chlorobenzene rabos The slope of the cal~bratlon curve represented the response 

fador The caltbratlon results for the ddferent alkenes are presented in the table below 

TaPle 2.1: Response factors of different alkenes calculated fmrn 

calibration wwes with chlorobenrene as internal standad 

Alkene rl 

i-pentene 1.5 

lQCtene 1 2  

ldecene 1.2 

The mnvenion of alkene at a cenaln tlme dunng the metathesls readlan was calculated uslng the 

foilow~ng formula 

h = number of moles of alkene at time t 

n = number of moles of alkene before reaction 

The number of moles can be calculated with the lollow~ng formula: 

number of moles alkene 

volume of alkene [mLl 

denslty of alkene [gimLl 

molar mass of alkene [glmol] 

area ofalkene peak (obtained from GC) 

volume of internal standard [mL] 

response fador 

area of lnternal standard peak (obtained from GC) 

The alkene mnversion was then ploned against readion time 
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2.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A typical gas chromatogram of the reaction mixture after metathesis is presented in Figure 2.14.

As can be seen from this graph, the different peaks are separated and suitable for quantitative

analysis. Table 2.2 was composed to get an overview of possible reaction products from the

metathesis reaction of 1-octene.'.21

Figure 2.14: Typical gas chromatogram of the reaction mixture after metathesis of 1-octene

with Grubbs 1 after 5 hours (alkene:Ru ratio = 1,000, solvenVint std = chlorobenzene, T = 30 'C)

Table 2.2: Overview of possible reaction products from the metathesis of 1-octene

B. Primary metathesis refers to the major metathesis reaction

b.__ refetsto/tiemetaltlesi$reaction_/tie samealkanes
c. Secondary metathesis refers to the metathesis side-reactions due to is()fnerizaijon

d. Closs metathesis refers to the metathesis reaction between different alkenes
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Reaction Substrate Products

Primary metathesis (PMP)"

Homometathesisb C7=C C7=C7 + C=C

2 Isomerization C7=C C.=

3 Secondary metathesis {SMP)C

Cross metathesisd C7=C + c.= CC. + C2=C

C + C.=C

Homometathesisb C.= c.=C. + C2=C2



Metathesis 

AS can be seen from Flgure 2 14, only PMP (7-tetradecene) was formed, no SMP was detected A 

lime asomenrabon war observed which caused the small peak nght next to me 1-mene peak 

The DCM peak refen to the dlchloromethane a solvent that was used to nnse the syrlnge 

between analyses 

TO Oplmze the metalhes~s readlon wth Grubbs 1 the alkene Ru rabo was vaned Reactions were 

also camed out wlth different alkenes to lnvestlgate the tnnuence of alkene chain length 

2.3.1 Different a1kene:Ru ratios 

l-OcteneRu ratios of 1,000 to 100.000 were used to mmpare PMP ylelds. The analysis of the 

reanion mixture afler the metathesis of l-xlene with Grubbs 1 with different a1kene:Ru ratios 

showed only PMP, no SMP was detected These results were slmllar to the results obtamed from 

the metatheslr reactlan of lQdene wth an a1kene:Ru of 1,000 (Ftgure 2.14), where also only PMP 

was detected As can be seen from Vle graph displaying the PMP yield in time. me lower 1- 

octene:Ru ratios showed hlgher mtm readion rates. This was expeaed, since more catalyst 

generally results in hgher ytelds and readlon rates.n 

Flgure 2.15: Kfnetlcs of the mefathess reactlon of 74ctene with different 14ctene:Ru ratios 

(7atene:Ru = 1.m; A $000; e10.000: +50,000; r100.OWJ 

[Grubbs I ,  SolvenMntstd = chiombenzene, T =  30 'CI 



The tnitial reaction rates were high with a1kene:Ru ratios of 1,000 and 5.000, where the 5,000 was 

even hgher than the one of 1,000. Thls can be due to inaccuracies in the reaction method. 

because the results were very close. The initial rates of the higher ratios (10.000. 50.000 and 

100.000) were mnsiderably lower and for the 50.000 and 100,000 ratios the PMP yield was only 

around 20%. 

TO wmpare the ylelds for the different a1kene:Ru ratlos after the metathesis reaction. the PMP 

yield was calculated after 5 hours 

Table 2.3: lnnuence of the 1atene:Ru ratio on the PMP 

p l d  of me metatheds of l+cfene a8er 5 hous 

with Gwbbs 1 r =  30 93. solventhtstd = chlombenrenej 

Ratio C=C,iRu PMP I%] 

1,000 45 

5,000 49 

10,000 35 

50,000 21 

100,000 17 

When lwkmg at the table, it was again confirmed that the PMP yield was increased with 

decreased l+ctene:Ru ratios. Although the PMP yield for a ratio of 5,000 was higher than that of 

1,000. both yields were very close. When looking at yields of 50.000 and higher, it can be seen 

that the PMP yield dropped mnsiderably. This muld be attributed to an 'overcrowding' effect of 

the catalyst in the relatively small reactor volume, meaning that the salutian muld bemme too 

mncentrated. Slnce the PMP yleld abtalned from an a1kene:Ru ratio of 1.000 was reproducible 

and sufficient for fulther studies, thas ratio was used for the following optimization experiments. 

2.3.2 Different alkene chain lengths 

TO investigate the influence of alkene chain length on the PMP yield in metathesis, reactions were 

carried out wlth 1-pentene, l-octene and ldecene. First, the metathesis reaction l-pentene was 

investigated, which produced the following products (Figure 2.16). Table 2.4 Summarizes the 

possible reaction products from the metathesis reaction of 1-pentene. 

When looking at the GC analysis of the metathesis product (Figure 2.161, it can be seen that only 

cis-and tranM-octene (PMP) were formed, no SMP or isomeriation products were detected. 



Metathesis

Figure 2.16: Typical gas chromatogram of the reaction mixture after metathesis of 1-pentene

with Grubbs 1 after 5 hours {alkene:Ru ratio = 1,000, solvent/int std = chlorobenzene, T = 30 'C]

Table 2.4: OveNiew of possible reaction products from the metathesis of 1-pentene

Figure 2.17 shows the product composition in time during the metathesis of 1-pentene with

Grubbs 1 at 30 'C. The PMP yield (composed of 4-octene and ethene) is around 60% after 5

hours, and the 4-octene yield around 40%. As can be seen from Figure 2.17, the initial reaction

rate is high, and levels out after two to three hours. After three hours the PMP yield is almost

constant. The second alkene in this comparison is 1-octene, of which the analysis results were

discussed in Figure 2.14 and Table 2.2. When looking at the product composition in time during

the metathesis of 1-octene (Figure 2.18) it is clear that a similar pattern to that of the metathesis of

1-pentene can be found. The initial reaction rate is high and the maximum PMP yield was reached

after two to three hours. The PMP yield of the metathesis of 1-octene was around 45%.
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Figure 2.77: Kinetics of the metathesis reactmo of 1-pentene (m 1-pentene;~ PMP; 4-odene) 

[Grubbs 1, a1kene:Ru ratb = 1,000, T = 30 C, solvent4nf std = chlombenzenel 

:'!pK-/ 2 E" 

8 u, 

i 
L 20 

0 
so Irn w 2w rsa i m  

Figure 2.18: Kinetlcs of the standard metathesis reaction of 1 a t e n e  (m 1-mane; A PMP) 

[Grubbs 7 catalysl, alkene:Ru rat10 = 1.000, T = 30 C, solvenUnt std = chlombenzenel 



Metathesis

Finally, the metathesis of 1-decene was perfonned under the same reaction conditions as were

used for 1-pentene and 1-octene.

9-octadecene ~

\~
8 10 12 14 mln

Figure 2.19: Typical gas chromatogram of the reaction mixture after metathesis of 1-decene

with Grubbs 1 after 5 hours lsolventlint std = chlorobenzene, T = 30 'CJ

Table 2.5 gives an overview of possible reaction products from the metathesis of 1-decene.

Table 2.5: OveNiew of possible reaction products from the metathesis of 1-decene

As can be seen from Figure 2.19, only PMP (9-octadecene) was fonned and no significant

isomerization was observed. These results fit in with the other results that were obtained in the

metathesis reactions with Grubbs 1, and confinn the selectivity of the catalyst towards PMP.21
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Readan time [rn,"] 

Figum 2.20: Kmetrcs of the metathesfs madron of 7-decene, (mldecene; A PMPJ 

IGwbbs 1. a1kene:Ru moo = 1,000. T = 30 9). solventht std = chlombenrenel 

The product compmtlon dunng the metathesis of l-decene wm G ~ b b s  1 at 30 'C 1s presented In 

Fqure 2 20 A simlar p a w n  was OtrSeNed in the metathess of 1-pentene and 1-octene. where 

the mtlal readan a te  was high But for ldecene the readon rate decreased after 1 hour, 

reachlng the maxlmum PMP only after 4 houn 

Finally, the PMP yields after 5 houn tor the metathesis readon of the dlnerent alkenes were 

compared (Table 2.6). 

Table 2 6 influence of alkene cham length on the PMP 

yreld after 5 hours [Grobbs 1, alkene Ru rafro = 1,WO. 

r = 30 43. SoIvenUiot std = chlombenzenel 

PMP [%I 

C = C  62 

c-C, 45 

C=Cs 52 
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The PMP yields after the metathesis of l-actene and ldecene are relatively dose, whlch means 

that the lnnuence of alkene chain length is not very dear. The PMP yield of r-pentene is sllghuy 

higher, but this can Wrribly be dewbed to the -ping of ethene gas auting the reanion, 

caused by leaklng of the min-reanom. shifting the equilibtium to the tight. Although the 

exptiments were camed out in similar mini-reactors, small dtfferences in for instance closing 

capauty of the valves might be observed. The shoner chain t-pentene was also more voiatile at 

the readon temperature (30 'C) than the other two alkenes, m ich  might also have caused 

differences in catalysffalkene interactions. leading to different results. 

2.3.3 Influence of solvent and equilibrium shift 

The Standard metathesis was performed without a solvent, using only a very small quantity of 

Cnloroknzene as internal standard for the GC analysls. The PMP yield was compared to the PMP 

yield after a standard metathesis readon (Figure 2.18) 

Reasuon ume [mml 

Figure 2.21: Kinetics of the metathesis macwn of 14cteoe, without solvent (m Mctene: A PMP) 

[Gmbbs 1 catalyst, alkeneRu ratro = 1,000 T = 30 C, chiombenzene = int sMI 

The PMP yield was hlgher when no soNent was used compared to the standard metathesis 

readton Thts may lndlcate that the solvent dilutes the readon rnlxture in such a way that the 

Catalyst has less lnteractlon mth the alkene, thus resulting in lower yoelds 



An attempt was made to shin the equ~libnum of the readion by removing the ethene that formed 

during the metathesis. This was done by putting a needle in the septum of the reador during the 

r e a d m  

Fgore 2 22 Kmetm of the metathesrs reamn 01 1-ouene ethene allowed lo escape 

(m laclene A PMP) [Grubbs 1 catalyst alkene Ru atla = I,OW, T = 30 C 

solvevenuinl std = chlombenrene] 

Figure 2.22 shows an increase in PMP yield, which was as expected. It is known from literature 

that it IS possible to shlR the equilibrium towards the products if the by-pmduct that is formed is a 

volatile alkene, such as ethene a"33 

Table 2 7 presents an OveNJew of the PMP yelds of the standard metathesis readton of l-octene 

mmpared to the readlons wlthaut solvent and the one in vhch the gas was allowed to escape 

Both YanatlOnS on the standard readton method caused an increased PMP yield The readlon m 

which the gas was allowed to escape anemptmg to shin the equlllbrlum to the rlght showed me 

hlghest Increase in PMP yield 



Table 2 7 Influence of solvent and eqw1,bnum on the PMP yreld of 

the metathess of i-ocfene afler 5 hours [alkene Ru ram = 1.OW 

solvenvmt std = chlombenzene, Gmbbs 1 T = 30 431 

PMP [%I 

Standard 45 
NO solvent 60 

Equlhbnum Shin 64 

2.4 CONCLUSIONS 

The metathesis reanion was performed an a small w l e  with gwd  results and a reasonable 

undentandlng of the homogeneous metathesis reaction of alkenes Mth Gmbbs 1 was developed 

G ~ b b s  1 Showed to be a suitable catalyst in these optimization reactions, since #had hlgh activity. 

leading to relatively short reanion Omes and high selectlwty towards the primary metathests 

product. At a reaction temperature of 30 'C no significant SMP or isomerizatian was detected. 

Reproducible PMP yields were obtalned fmm different alkenes, ranging from 45% aner 5 hours for 

IQCtene to above 60% when 7-pentene was used or when the equilibrium of metathesis 01 1- 

DCtene was shifted to the nght. 

It was determined that the presence of a solvent, in this case chlornbemeoe, was not necessary to 

Obtain a high PMP yneld. The PMP yield for reactions wlthout solvent even increased campared to 

the reactions in which a solvent was used (60% PMP compared to 45% with solvent). This can be 

an advantage m e n  the reaction is scaled up. not only from a cost perspective, but also from a 

volume perrp&ve. When no solvent is used, reaction volumes can be kept iower, requiring 

Smaller reactors Or more PMP can be formed in the same slze reactor 

The metathests reactlon proved to be a suitable way to prcduce longer chain (internal) alkenes. 

With high ylelds and reiative short reaction tlmes, making it possible to incorparate thls reatiton in 

the tandem catalysis reactions. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ABSTRACT 

The aim of the transalkylatbn reaction is fa obtain terminal alkenes hum internal alkenes by usmg 

trialkylaluminum as a catalyst In this chapter the chmnolwkal development of the successful 

manion method and analflb of the transalkylation reaction is described, as weN as the 

development of a stainless steel reanar to be used for the experiments. This research proves that 

It is possible to cany out the tranzalkytation n one srngle reactor, wlthout the need of separation 

steps and with reproduc~ble high yields. 



3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Alkene lsamenzatlon results in the apparent migration of the double bond along an alkyl chain and 

is Often an undesired side-reaction in organometalllc catalyzed reactions of alkenes, I e 

hydrogenation, metathesis, ol~gomenzation and hydroformylation ' It is also found in a number of 

industtial pmcessess as an intermediate step, such as in the SHOP process. Most isomenzatton 

reactions involve terminal-tr)-lnternal double bond aomenration, but in lhterature also repons of 

internal-t~terminal 8samenzatlon have been found. 

The fo~~owng observations generally apply to alkene isomenration reactions:' . Trans alkeenes are more stable than cisalkenes. 

Internal alkenes are more stable than terminal alkenes. 

Conjugated di- and aligoalkenes are favoured over ~solated double bands. 

Substituted (internal) alkenes with the highest degree of brancnmg are thermodynamically 

favoured. 

Polar solvents accelerate the isametization reaction. 

Most catalytic isomenratlon reacflons that are reported involve metai mmplexes as catalysts Two 

different mechanisms are generally accepted, ie.  the meta hydnde additionellmlna!mn 

mechanism and the n-ally1 mechanism. The fint mechanism (Figure 3.1) is favoured when the 

catal*c species are capable of metal hydode fanation. This mechanism requires external 

hydrogen and lnvolves a 1.2 intermolecular hydmgen s h t  

M 

K . / + ~ R & ~ R , / ,  

F w r e  3.1: Metal hydnde addition-elimination mechanrsm 

Metals capable of m-ally1 fonat~on hke Fe NI Rh and Pd favour the second rnechan~sm Thls 

mechanism involves a 1.3 intramolecular hydrogen shln (F~gure 3 2) 

Fgure 3 2- n -ally1 complex mechamsm 



In this project, two specldc types of lsomerization reactions were invesbgated, i.e 1-octene 

isomenzatlon and transalkylation. The 1-octene isomerization was used to obtain internal alkenes 

that were used in the transalkylation readons and is diswssed in Paragraph 3 . 1 1  This 

isomerization reaction is an example of a terminal-to-internal type of isomerization. 

The alm of thls study IS to add value to the short chain terminal alkenes that are widely available in 

South Africa by converting them into longer chain terminal alkenes. The metathesis d short cham 

termlnal alkenes to obtaln longer chaln Internal alkenes (Chapter 2) was used as the first step to 

achieve this aim. After the metatheas, a 'contrethermodynamic~ isomerization step is required to 

convert these Internal alkenes Into termlnal alkenes. 

In literature, only a few examples of internal-tpterminal double bond isomenration are mentioned. 

Among these are: 

Metal hydnde and related catalytic systems. This catqory includes the Wtlkinson catalyst, 

(Ph,P),RhCi, which is a well known hydrogenation cafalyst. This catalyst is reported to give 

inter alia terminal alkenes when an internal alkene is subjected to typical hydrogenation 

conditions (Figure 3.3). Metal hydrides also piay a role in hydrosilylation reactions, in which 

isomeriration takes place via the reversible formation ofa metal alkyl. 

Figore 3.3: Schematic representation of the hydmaenation reaction with the Wilkinson catalyst 

Metal camene and related catalytic systems. The primary cause of secondary metathesis 

product (SMP) in the mefathesls readion is double bond isomeriration Fable 3.1). 

Table 3.1: Overview ofpossible reaction products fmm the metatheus of l-pentene 

Reaction Substrate Products 

1 Primary metathesis (PMP) 

Hornometathess C4=C C4=C4 + C=C 

2 lsomerization C,=C C3=Cz 

3 Secondary metathesis (SMP) 

Cross metathesis C4=C + C,=C2 Cn=Cs + C2=C 

C4.C2 + Cl=C 

Homometathesa cs=c2 CI-CI + C2=G 



Chapter 3 

SMP a forme2 as a result of crass metathesis between the origlnal alkene and the isomer 

alkene. A metal cartme and metal rarbene hydride mechanism was suggested to account 

for thls observation (Figures 3.4 and 3.5)14 

Frgure 3.4: Metal carbene mechanism 

Figure 3.5: Metal carbene hydnde mechanrsm (shown for internal-to-lermmal migration) 



Other catalytic systems. Other organometailic complexes that are reported to have 

isomenzing prope~es under certam reanion condil~ons lndude C o  Cu(1). Pt chlotide and 

Rh wmplexes as well as metalloeenes . Stotchlometnc methods of isometization5 Th6 type of   so men ration includes aluminum 

catalyzed isometizatms, organobranes and zrcanacene reamons. Aluminum catalyzed 

isomenzatms involve reactions such as alkyl growth, displacement and hydroalumination 

(Figure 3.6)- 

Flgure 3 6: Hydmaluminatron and migration 

Another alumlnum catalyzed lsomenzabon reanlon that war reported in patents recently is 

the transalkylatlon reamon ' ' O  Based on the 'Auftau' or 'growth' reaction by Zlegler" the 

readon was modified to convert tnternal alkenes mto termlnal alkenes by means of an 

alkylalumlnum compound and an iromenrabon catalyst (See Paragraph 3 1 2) 

Organobranes were used to produce terminal organobranes from internal alkenes by 

heahng it above 130 'C (Fagure 3.7). This phenomenon makes it possible to fundionalire 

the terminal position of the alkenes, for example by oxidation to the carrespanding 

alwhol." 

Figurn 3.7: Thermal is0mer;zabon w;th organoboranes 

z~rconum has the ablllty to m~grate along a metal-bund polymer chain from an mternal 

posltlon to a termma1 posltlon in the reanlon of Cp,Zr(R)CI wlth an alkene" The 

mrrespond~ng termlnal alkene can then be recovered by deanng of the alkylnrcon~urn 



Chapter 3 

wmplex (Figure 3.8). In contrast to the analogous organoboron or -aluminum compounds 

that rearrange slowty at elevated temperatures, the migration of the metallic moleties in the 

case of Zr proceeds rapldly at room temperature. 

Internal 
alkene 1 feed 

R 4 R' 
Step 1 

Terminal 
alkene 
product 

step 2 
cp' X 

Figunt 3.8: Isomerizatron and displacement reactions of zimnocene 

(R= = alkene. R;, = terminal alkene, R, =internal alkene) 

Although a number of routes were available to prepare terminal alkenes from internal ones. 

transaikylatton was used in thls study. One of the maln reasons for this was that alkylalum~nums 

are more available and accessible in indusVy compared to alkylboranes or the zirconium 

compounds. Furthermore, organoaluminum campounds are relatively cheap and show 

characteMc reactivity. Since aluminum is found in the earth's crust in large amounts, the 

environmental pollution caused by aluminum wlll be minimal." Another important fad  regading 

this subled is that the majority of literature aMilable on me transalkylatlon readion wnsisk of 

patents, and almost no publications have been found in the open literature. Therefore no reports 

have been found about the optmiration of the transalkylatlon readon, making it an interestmg 

readlon to mvestigate 

Both lsomenzation readjons that were used in this project will be dlswssed in the next 

paragraphs. First, the choice ot catalyst for the i-octene isomenration is discussed in Paragraph 

3.1.1. Sewndiy the transaikylauon reactlon is discussed in detail in Paragraph 3.1 2,  lncludlng its 

history and an OveNiew of available literature Onduding patents) on the subject. 



Transaikylation 

3.3.4 lOctena isorncrizatlan 

lsomenratlon is a common reamon "red to obtain internal alkenes from terminal alkenes.'5" 

Since internal atenes were used for the Vansalkylation reaction and l-actene was readily 

avalable. ~samenzation was used to obtam mternal octenes. 

Fjgure 3.9: Schematk representabon orbometization of 7*dene 

In literature, a wide vanety of homogeneous and heterogeneous isornenzaQon catalysts are 

reported.'' This includes metal complexes such as ~i''", Ni wth A1 as a c.xatalyst?@ Rh?' 

Ru,"-'5 Pd"." and metal hydrides (i.e Rh. Ru. Co).'' Zeolites. such as BZSMS.' HZSM22. 

HZSM35' and HZSMS4'" are also used as heterogeneous isameoration catalysts 

HZSM5 is a protonic zeolite. whlch is used in lndustiy for different reamons, such as skeletal 

isomenration in alkenes, xylene isomerlratlon and cracking. Its structure s mmposed of Si02 and 

A1.0, blocks forming nngs and pores, and it reacts by means of its internal actdtc hydroxy groups 

that bndge between SI- and Al-substituted tetrahedral lattlce sltes. HZSMS is reported to have high 

catalfic adivlty, but a law selectivity due to the occurrence of side-reactlans. Cracking is one of 

the main side-reactions that are observed in somenzation with HZSM5, but this o m s  generally 

at hlgher (emprature~."~' HZSM5 was chosen as the catalyst for the isomerization of 1-octene 

because of its high activity and selectivity. IU avallabtlity and the fact that it is a heterogeneous 

catalyst, maklng separation easy. 

3.7.2.a Hisforv and develoDmenf of the transaihviafbn reaction 

Zlegler and crr-workers" discovered in 1953 that ceMin mmbinations of transltKm metal and 

arganometalllc mmpunds mnverted ethene to a linear, high molewiar weight polymer. A 

trialkylalurnlnum compound (such as tnethylaluminum, TEA) was mostly used for th~s readlon, In 

mmbination with a titanium halide catalyst. 



Figure 3.10: Z,eglerpmmss - gmwth maclion and displacemen1 

In this 'growth" reaction, the ethene is repeatedly inserted in the aluminum-alkyl bond and 

produces longchain ttialkylaluminums, from which long-chaln pnmary alkenes uoth an even 

carbon number were obtained in a subsequent displacement readioni4"' From the 1950s to the 

1870s. more companies tned to exploit ths growth reaction by registering their divaveries in 

patents. This process was reallzed on industtial scale by Gulf 011,"~ Continental oil5' and Ethyl 

Corporauon." 

A slmllar process was used by Shell known as the Shell-higher-alefln process (SHOP) I' In thls 

process a senes of cham lengthening and shortenng steps (such as ollgomenraBon, lsamenzatlon 

and metathesis) are comblned to synthesm pnmary alkenes (Flgure 3 11) '' 

The Ziegler mute was also used to prepare alcohols. where the aluminum Ulalkyls form& aner 

etheoe insemon are oxldlred by atmosphenc oxygen and hydrolyzed to the corresponding alcohols 

(Figure 3.12).'45' 

This process was used on industnal scale by several companies.5D60 Cont~nental Oil patented Wo 

different oxidatton reactlons of Ulalkylaluminum compounds, one with an oxygen containing 

compound and the other with an exoess of an aliphatic aldehyde whereby aluminum hydmxlde 

was a by-produ~k6'~' In the oxidation and hydrolysis reactLon of tnalkylaluminum patented by 

ESSO, an aluminum oxide complex was the by-product aner hydrolysis with waterM 

Aner Ziegler's discovery, the ldea of using the tnalkylaluminum compound in cooperation with an 

isomemmg catalyst, to obtain ptimary alkenes from internal alkenes was formeds In this modified 

method, the first step, which was the chain gmwth step in the Ziegler method, consists of me 

displacement of the alkyl group on the aluminum. instead of insertmg the alkene in the aluminurn- 

alkyi bond. The alkyl on the alummum can only be displaced by a temlnal alkene, thus the need 

for an isometirlng catalyst. 

The secand step is quite similar to the second step of the Ziegler method, the dsplacement (in this 

case called the backdisplacement) of the alkyl gmup by another alkene, settlng free a primary 

alkene (Figure 3.13). 
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Olqametization 
(roluble nickel catalyst) I 

Cis 

-\ Ce 

ISOmMzation 
(heterogenwus catalyst) 

Metathesis 
(heterogeneous catalyst) 

Hydmformlylation 
(scluble mbalt catalyst) 

C,4 

Figure 3.11: Reaction steps in fhe SHOP process 

Figure 3.12: Zlegier aimhol synthesis 
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Figure 3.73: Schematic representation of the dlsplacement of TEA with an alkene 

Around the 1960s. several companies such as Ethyl Carporati0n,6~ Monsanto.''" ~ e n k e l . ~ , ~  

Phillips ~etmleum" and Herwles Inc" laid the basis for thls method. After a long perlod of 

silence, this method was opttmized with a first report in 1990 by EUlyl Corporation?' This 

publlcatian was followed by addtional patents by the same company. defmng me displacement 

and backdisplacement of tnalkylalumlnum, to obtain pnmary alkenes from internal  one^.'"^ In 

these patents the transalkylation reacoon (displacement and backdisplacement) was described. 

The major change with regard to eadler patents was that the displacement reaalon takes place in 

the presence of a catalyst, avoldlng the need of extremely high temperatures p300 "C) as is 

necessary in thermal displacement.' 

Figure 3 74: General schematic representation of the fransaikylatm reaction wifh TEA 

The flnt pan of the transalkylatlon reaction, me displacement, takes place with a ttialkyialuminum 

(such as TEA) as a startlng compound. The alkyl group on the alumlnum is displaced by an 

alkene. This alkene, or a mixture of alkenes consists of Internal aikenes (linear or branched), which 

isometize in the presence of an isomeriang catalyst, such as a nickel compound. 

Once the alkene is isomenzed to a terminal alkene, it can displace the alkyl group of the aluminum. 

The drsplacing alkene should have a higher boiling pant than the dsplaced alkene from the 

alummum, because removal of the displaced alkene drives the reacbon.'" 

It is favourable that the isomenzation catalyst that is used also catalyzes dlsplacement The most 

Sutable catalyst according to literature a a nickel compound, but aiso cobalt, palladium and imn 

Compounds are rep0rted.l Suitable nlckel canpaunds include nickel(1l) salts, nickel(ll) carboxy 

lates, nickel(1l) acetonates and nlckel(0) complexes"" The nickel catalyst can be reactivated 



Transalkylation 

before the backdlsplacement reaction in wh~ch it can also act as a catalyst The mechan~sm of 

me nickel catalyzed transalkylatlon reactton 1s st111 paariy understood It a belleved that the 

catalflc acclve nlckel speaes stlll wntalns at least one of the lhgaods that were anglnally bawd to 

the ntckel atom '' 

The nickel catalyst has the tendency to catalyze undesired side-reactions, such as dimenratlon, 

cham growth and lsomerization." Fortunately, the rate of the side-reactions is much lower than the 

reactlo" rate of the backdlsplacement reaction. Therefore, wlth the approptiate measures, the 

catalyst can be deactivated after the reaction before the side-readons bewme significant. 

TO stop these side-readons, literature repo* on several methods. A catalyst poson, wntaining 

lead can be added to the readon muture, forming a precipitate that can be filtered oif after the 

reaction. Acetylenic hydrncaaon wmpounds are also reported to be useful in these aspects. 

Finally, a cyclodiene. preferably 1.5cydoodadlene (COD) can be added.s'06sT0.'3 A small amount 

of COD would catalyze isomenZation, but when an amount exceeding 1 glmg Ni is added. 

isomenzatlon is inhibited. 

The COD is said to produce a vinyl alkene product that has reduced isomer imputity mntent and 

can be recovered for re~se.'~COD is reported to displace alumlnum alkyls, such as TIBA, but oniy 

at higher temperatures p145"C). This poses no problem in Vlis project. since reactions are taking 

place at lower temperatures.'+" 

Am-" and Albermade's also patented thelr venton of the transalkylation reaction. Amom looked 

specifically at wbalt catalysts and Albermarle focused an dtalkylaluminumchlatid~ to replace the 

tnalkylalum~num in the transalkylation. 

Another important player in thlsneld was BASF, who brought several patents on the mar!+st.a.''8*'2 

Their first patents wnsist of basically the same Vansalkylation reaction presented by Ethyl 

Corporation, but focvses on the optimization of the industrial process mainly involving recycling 

and separation steps. Thelr last patent On the transalkylauon reaction involves the produdon of 

internal alkenes by means of a metathesis They also mvestigated the possibil~ties of the 

deactivation and separation of the nickel catalyst after the reactions2 other reports of this 

particular way to produce termlnal alkenes lrom internal ones included di-alkylalumlnum hydrides. 

aluminum chlondes and alkylaluminum chlondes'"" 

m . b  ~amrs ,nnuennoo the transaIkv1at;on reaction 

A number of factors are expected to have an influence on the yield of the transaIkyla(l0n reaction. 

Among these are: 



Catalyst to alumlnum ratla (I" displacement + backdisplacement part) 

Cholce of tnalkylalum~num compound (in displacement reaction) 

+possible stedc andlor electronic effects . Displacinglbackdtspiacing alkene + possible steric andlor electronc effeds . Reaction conditions (temperaturdreaction timelpressure) 

(in displacement + backdisplacement part) 

To achieve the maximum yield from the transalkylation reaction, these parameten have to be 

varled to be able to obtain optimal reaction conditions. 

3.1.3 Aims and objectives 

The alm of th~s project is to prepare longer chain termlnal alkenes from shoner chain alkenes 

Chapter 2 describes how shon chain terminal alkenes are converted to longer chain internal 

alkenes in a metathesis reaction as the l int  step in the tandem cafalysis experiments. The 

transalkyla!mn reactton was used as the second step in the tandem catalysis reactions and is used 

to obtain terminal octenes from internal ones. This chapter describes the investigation of the 

tran~alkylation reaction, which has not been reponed in literature before. 

4-Octene was used as starting matenal for the transalkylation reactions because thls was the 

product from the metathesis reactlo" of 1-pentene as described in Chapter 2 Another reason for 

uslng the tnnsalkylation reaction to isomenze internal octenes is that l+ctene is currently in high 

demand in mdustry and c used in a variety of readions, one of them is as mmonomer in the 

produchan of hear lowdensity polyethylene (LLDPE).'&" 

The objectives are therefore: 

Use HZSM5 as a catalyst to lsamenze 1-octene to provlde internal octenes for the 

optimization of the transalkylation reaction. 

Find a sultable and available quantitative analysls technique to determine the yield of the 

transalkylation reaction. 

Develop a suitable reaction setup for the transalkylatlon reactions that can also be used in 

the tandem experiments. . lnvestlgate the transalkylatlon reaction under different reaction conditions (temperature. 

reaction tlme, ratios) and opttmize it for 4-octene 

Use tnisobutylalummum (TIBA) and TEA as the aluminum compounds in the transalkylation 

reaction. 

use nickel acetylacetonate (Nt(aca~)~) as the catalyst in both isomerizatianldlsplacement 

and backdisolacement reactions. 



3.2 EXPERIMENTAL 

3.2.1 Materials 

A m!nure of internal octenes, which consisted mamly of 2Qctene was obtarned from Sasol and 

war used as received. Chlorobenzene (99%) was purchased from Aldtich and dtied before use by 

refluxing it over Can2. t-Octene (97%) was obtained from Merck, passed through an advated 

AhO, column to remove impurities (such as peroxides) and stored under nttrogen. Ni(acaC)~ and 

HZSM5 catalysts, obtained from Aldnch and Sasol respectively, were used as received. Internal 

octenes (2*ctene, 34ctene and 4 d e n e )  were purchased from Aldrich and used as recetved. 1- 

octanol, Zatanol, 3atanol and 4atanoi (Aldtich) were of anaiytlcal grade and were used 

wthout turner purification. D~chloromethane (Merck) was used as recelved. 1.5-Cydwctadkene 

war purchased from Aldnch and used as received Trlethylaluminum (93%). tnactylaluminum 

( 2 5 M  in nexane) and Vl!sobutylaluminum were obtained from Aidrich and used as received. 1- 

Hexene (97%) was purchased from Merck und used as received. Hydmgen peroxide (Saarchem) 

and sulphuric acid (Aldnch) were used as received. Deuterated benzene (C.D.) was purchased 

from Aldrich and used as received. All xllwnts used were of analytical grade. 

3.2.2 Experimental method 

3.2.2.a 1-Octene isame~ration 

A mlxture of Internal octenes was obtained by heterogeneous isornerizatlon of l-odene with 

HZSM5 as a catalyst. The HZSM5 catalyst was caloned under nitrogen at 300 'C for 16 hours m a 

round bottom nask. After moling dawn. the catalyst was used to isomenze i d e m  where 5 

grams of catalyst were used for every to0 mL octene The readion mixture was kept at 40-50 'C 

mile stimng and the progress of the isomerization reaction was followed by GC 

3.2.2 b Jmnsalkvletion 

The transalkylation reaction consists of two parts, the displacement pen, where the alkyl group on 

the alumlnum is replac33 by the chosen alkene and the backdisplacement pan, where the alkyl 

group of the formed Vlalkylaluminum (TPA) is replaced again by an alkene, sewng free a 1-alkene. 

Firstly, anempts were made to carry out the displacement readon and analyse the product. The 

results Wlll be diswssed in chronological order, to make 1 clear how the final method was 

developed and how the reactor that war used for the final experiments wasdesigned. 

B 7 Displacemenl, oridation and hydmlyus of tnalkylaluminum 

BI Displacement oxrdabon and hydrolys,s of tnalkyf3lumnum - Method I 

In the first attempt to analyze the lno~lalumlnum (TOA) that formed in the d8sWcement reactlon 

~t was reacted wlth alr and water to obtaln an alcohol The formation of a pnrnary aicohol ( ~ n  thls 
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case 1-oaanol) would be an ind~catlon of the yleld of the displacement reaction In literature there 

were two posslble reaction paths when readlog the TOA with oxygen (from air) and water. The first 

reamon path (figure 3.15) shows that an aluminum mmplex is formed togetherw~th the alwhol." 

Figure 3.15: 1' possible reactm path of ox,datioMIydmlysis with a,rmater 

The sewnd reacton path Indicates that an alumlnum hydroxide will form, again wlth the ptimary 

alwholW 

Figure 3.16: P possible reaction path of oxidatiomydm/ysis with airmater 

In a typical experiment, a 3 mL mlni-reactor was brought under nitmgen and dosed with a septum. 

Ttiethylaluminum (TEA) (0.1 mL) was added to the reactor with a gastight syringe from its 

mnfalner, which was also placed under nitrogen The synnge was rinsed with dichlommethane 

(DCM) and acetone. l-Octene (1.8 mL) was added wlth a gastlght syringe and the mlni-reactor 

was kept at rwm temperature (25 'C) while stirring After 2 h a m  the Supelco distillation setup 

was mnnected to the mini-reactor under nltmgen, and the excess l a e n e  was distjlled off at 

160 OC. After moling down the reactor was kept in an ice-bath and air was added wth a sytinge 

thmugh the septum. The nactlon minure was then filtered wth a Tenon syringe filter, and water 

was added (0 4 mL) The reaction mcdure was then analyzed by GC after passlng through a Teflon 

synnge niter 



Transalkylation

After the experiment the reaction mixture was diluted with water, cast away on sand and disposed

as chemical waste in a separate drum. The reaction was also scaled up and performed in a three-

necked round bottom flask. In these experiments 1.6 mL TEA and 20 mL 1-octene were used.

B 1Displacement, oxidation and hydrolysis of trialkylaluminum - Design of stainless steel reactor,

first reactor design

Since the oxidation reaction was a very exothermic reaction and trialkylaluminum compounds are

known to react vigorously with both air and water, a glass flask without pressure release valve was

not suitable for the experiments.83Therefore, a stainless steel reactor was designed.

The reactor that was designed had a volume of 150 mL, a pressure release valve and an analogue

pressure meter (Figure 3.17). The temperature was monitored with an thermocouple. A heating

mantle was fitted around the reactor to assure an even temperature in the reactor while it was

heated on a hot plate. The reactor was also equipped with a sample inlet and two sample outlets,

one for gas samples, the other for liquid samples. The liquid sample tube reached the bottom of

the reactor, making it possible to obtain samples from the reactor under pressure, even when the

volume of liquid that was left in the reactor was relatively small.

SampleInlet

1

H gmanila

.~ ~.
Figure3.17: Schematic representation of first reactor model
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Br D,splacemenl oxrdatron and hydmlysrs of fnalkylalomrnum - Melhod 2 

The second attempt to ox~dtze and hydmlyze the farmed TOA to obtam l-xtanol was done by 

reacbng it vnth pure oxygen to form alumlnumalkoxlde follawed by hydmlysls wlth aqueous 

sulphuncacld GC analysls was used to ldentlfy the l a t a n o l  that was formed 

Figure 3.18 Oxidaf!amydmlysis method with 0, and MSO, 

In a typlral experiment 20 mL 1-octene was transferred to the stamless sleel reador, whlch was 

brought under nitrogen The lnalkylalumlnum (TlBA or TEA) (2 mL) was then added to the reactor 

wdh a gastlght synnge The reador was flushed with nltrogen and the temperature was ,nueased 

slhvly to 100 'C an a hot plate whlle stmng (magnet~c sbrrer) The reactlon mlxture was let  at 

100 O C  for 4 to 6 hours Alter m l m g  down the reactor the ox~datlon was carned out by 

pressunzlng the reactor usmg oxygen wh~le mnt~nuously sbrnng the readlon mixture The reactor 

was depressurized and a sample was taken for analysls For the hydmlysls 2 mL of aqueous 

HSO, (10 '401%) was added to a 1 mL sample from the reactor shaken and the top layer was 

analyzed by GC 

Thls method was also carrled out wlth Nl(acac1, as a catalyst where the catalyst was added to the 

reactor before the TAA In later expenments, chlorobenzene (1 mL) was added to the reactor 

before oxtdatlon as ~ntemal standard for the GC analysls The optlmal readlon tlme in 

d8splacement and the optmal oxldat8on bme where also determined 

Alter the readlo", the cooled dawn reador was opened DCM was added for extra dtlutlon and h e  

llquld was Mnsferred to an Erlenmeyer The contents of the Erlenmeyer was then taken outside 

the bulldlng and discarded on sand Alter addlng water to the rand, the mlxture was dned and 

mllected In a lame mntalner, to be dlsposed of as chemtcal waste 

97 Displacement, oxidatinn and hydmlysrs of fnalkylaiuminom - Method 3 

Reactar was fined with high-pressure lines for air, nitrogen and oxygen. A gas inlet with a tube to 

me banom of the reactor was also added to bubble gas through the readion mklure. Method 3 is 

identical to method 2. Gth the only difference that durbg oxidation the oxygen is bubbled through 

the reaction mixture 



Transalkyiation 

Bi  Displacement, oxrdation and hydroiysts of tnaikylaiuminum - Method 4 

According to literature another way to oxldlze and hydrolyze the formed TOA is to react it with 

hydrogen peromde (H2O1) (hgure 3.19). Hydrogen peroxide is known to be a widely available. 

effluent and relatively inexpenswe oxidant. which generates no toxic b~products."~~ 

Figure 3.79: H202 method for oxidatran and hydrolysis 

In a typical experiment. 5 mg Ni(acac). (0.03 mol% of the TAA). 20 mL Internal octenes (1502) and 

1 mL cilorobenrene were added to the reactor. The reactor was Rushed wlth nitrogen and 2 rnL 

TlBA was added with a gastight sytinge. The displacement readion was carried out at 100 'C for 3 

hours A k r  m l i n g  down the reamon muture to rmm temperature, a sample was taken for 

analysis. For the oxidation and hydrolysis. 2 mL H202 was added to 1 mL of the reaction product. 

shaken and the top layer analyzed by GC 

82 Pressure monto"ng during displacement reacbn 

Slnce the oxidaton and hydrolysis experiments were not successful as a quantitative method, 

another analysis method was ttied. In this case, the analogue pressure meter was used to monitor 

the pressure during the reamon. The pressure build-up during the dlsplacernent reaction was 

monltored. giving an indication of the amount of isobutene gas that was formed. 

Flgure 3.20: Schematic representation of displacement reaction w#h TiBA and octene, pressure 

mondarmg during reaction relatmg to rsabotene formation 

Due to the influence of vapour pressures and the fact that the wmposition of the reactlo" mixture 

dunng the reactlon was not completely mnown, the formation of mbutene wuld not be monitored 

during me readlon. 
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Chapter 3 

For the calculations, the pressure of the reactor after the displacement reactlon at roam 

temperature was taken Smce the stamng pressure of the reactor was zero and no gas was added 

dunng the readlon thts final pressure could only be due to the lsobutene gas that was formed To 

venly whether the gas formea dunng the dtsplacemmt reactlon was Indeed isobutene, a gas 

sample was taken from the reactor through the gas outlet and analyzed by GC 

General procedure 

Before the reaction, the reactorwas cleaned and dried. After reassembling, the reactor was filled 

wRh nitrogen. Octene war added with a gastight Synnge and the reactor was Rushed wlth nitwen. 

After adding the TAA the reactor-valve was dored, the reactor was nushed with niUogen agam 

and the contents were stlrred mntinuously. The temperature was gradually increased to 100 'C 

and the pressure was monitored. After the readlon, the reactor was moled down to room 

temperature (25 'C) and the remaining pressure was measured. 

B3 Boiling off excess r a t e n e  behveen displacement and backdisplacement 

In an attempt to gain quantitative results in the translkylatlon reaction, another memad proved to 

be successful. In this method, the normal Vansalkylatlon reaction is periormed and the excess 

OCtene s bailed off aRer the displacement." This means that after backdisplacement the amount 

01 Octene present in the reactor is equal to the total amount of onene that was displaced from the 

aluminum, since no Odene was present in the reactor before the backdisplacement. 

Figure 3.21: Schematic representattoo of transalkylation 

whereby excess Octene rs boiled off aRer displacement 



83 Balling off excess octene behveen displaplacsment and backdisplacement -Design of stainless 

steel reactor, s-d reactor design 

For this method a new stainless steel reactor was designed, with some modifications compared to 

the previous reactor. The tubing that was used cnside the reactor and for the sample outlet has a 

slightly larger diameter (114 lnch Instead of 1i8 inch), to avoid clogging of the tubes by the 

aluminum wmpounds. 

The new reactor was also equipped with a digital pressure meter (Wka), making the monitoring of 

the reactor pressure more accurate. This digital pressure meter has a pressure range of 0-16 bar 

with an accuracy of 0.1% and is equipped with a 12-36 V DC power supply. 

Another feature on the new reactor was the septum sample inlet. This sample inlet wnsists of a 

normal outlet mnnection equipped with a valve and a small cap on top. Thls cap has a small 

openlng, wlth a diameter that fits a needle. Directly underneath this cap is a rubber septum that is 

pierced when a needle 1s used to add a sample to the reactor. This inlet facilitates the injection of a 

llquld when the reactor is under a nitrogen atmosphere, because the reactor does not have to be 

Opened and therefore direct mntact with the outside environment and possible leakage or 

evaporation 1s prevented by the septum. When the reactor 1s under nitragen, the atmosphere is not 

disturbed while injecting liquid with a gastight syringe. The septum is protected from high 

pressures with a valve. mich can be closed durlng the reactton when the septum 1s not used. 

When the septum is used to add a sample. the reactor has to be depressurized to avoid damaging 

the septum. The septum can be easrly replaced by simply unscrewing the cap on top of the ounet 

mnnection. 

Schematically, the reactor is displayed both from the front and the back (Figure 323). to be able to 

get a proper view of all the features. On the front side. the septum sample inlet is shown 

(discussed abave). The gas inlet (where the gas can be bubbled through the reaction mixture) and 

the liquld sample outlet are regulated with a 2-way Mive The third mnnectlan is the sample or gas 

inlet. and the mnnectlon to the digital pressure meter. The back view shows the pressure release 

valve, which can be set on an approptiate pressure to insure safety duting the expenments. The 

semnd wnnection is shared between the thermocouple and the gas outlet. 

General pmcadure 

For the displacement reaction. Ni(acac)> (20 mg. 2 mol% of the TAA) was weighed and put in the 

reactor, lntemal onenes ( l o  mL. 5x excess to A!) were added and the reactor was inenized with 

nitrogen. TlBA (1 mL) was added through the septum and the reactor was heated to 100 ' C  and 

stirred for 3 houn. After the displacement, the reactor was heated to approximately 150 'C  and the 

octene was bailed off under nnrogen. After the onene was boiled off, the reactor was cooled down 
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to room temperature. Chlorobenzene (1 mL, intemal standard) was added through the septum and

GC analysis was used to determine the amount of octene left in the reactor after displacement
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Figure3.22: Picture of final reactor

For the back-displacement, the back-displacing alkene (for example 1-decene) was added (5x

excess to AI) through the septum, and the reactor was stirred at room temperature. Samples for

GC analysis were taken at certain time intervals.

For the optimization of this method, the back-displacement part was first investigated using 1-

octene. Various parameters were varied, such as the amount of catalyst, back-displacing alkenes

(ethene, 1-hexene and 1-decene), alkene:AI ratios and temperature.

Once the back-displacement reaction was optimized, the isomerization of the octene after the

back-displacement reaction was investigated. 1,5-Cyclooctadiene (5 mL, 1.5 glmg Ni) was added

at different times to stop isomerization and thus resulting in a higher yield of 1-octene.

The total transalkylation reaction was then carried out, which was optimized by using different

amounts of catalyst in both displacement and back-displacement. different temperatures and

reaction times.
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Figure 3.23: Schematic representation of final reactor for transalkylation reactions
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3.2.3 Analytical techniques 

3 2 3 a GC analvsrs 

Analysts of the readon m~xture was performed on an Agllent Technologies 6850 gas 

chromatograph equppd wlth a HP-1 wlumn (30 m x 0 32 mm x 0 25 pm, Methyl Slloxane) and 

FID detector The following analysts mndltlons were used 

Inlet temperature 

Detector temprature 

NZ camer gas flow rate 

lnjenlon volume 

Oven program 

HZ gas flow rate 

Air flow rate 

Split ratio 

260 'C 

300 'C 

2 mL mln-' at mam temperature 

0 2 pL (manual tn~ection) 

50 'C for 4 mln 

50 to 255 'C at 20 'C man ' 
255 'C for2 mln 

40 mL mm' at mom temperature 

450 mL mln' at mom temperature 

50 1 

3.2 3.b Nuclear mametK resonance soectmsmov INMRI 

'H-NMR. "C-NMR andnAI-NMR analysts of the aikylaluminum wmpounds in deuterated benzene 

(C&) were attempted on a Varian Gemini 300 spectrometer. Analysis by "AI-NMR would allow 

insight in the reaction mechansm, by showing the state of the aluminum as a result af me alkyl 

gro~ps present at different times dunng the reanian. 'H-NMR and "C-NMR would pmvide 

mformation on the alkyl groups, for lnstance to see whlch and how many af the alkyl groups were 

wnnected to the aluminum. Unfortunately the starting aluminum wmpounds WWIB.4)  wuld not 

be detected with tnls spedmmeter and as a result no NMR data a u l d  be obtalned from the 

readlo". 

3.2.4 Calculations 

3 2 . 4 6  Dis~lacement omdatroo and hvdmlvsis of trialkvlalwninum 

After the dsplacement. oxidation and hydrolysis the amount of l-man01 was determined to 

calwiate the amount of alkyl groups that were dtsplaced from the aluminum. This amount 

wrresponds to the amount of octene that reacted. To be able to determine the amount of 1-octanol 

after hydmlysls by GC analysis, me response factor (ri) of r e n o 1  wmpared to the internal 

standard had to be determined. Chlombenrene (CsHrCI) was used as the intemal standard, and 

the response factor was determined by using the following formula: 



V,,,. = volume of l-xtanol [mL] 

V,,, = volume of internal standard [mL] 

Aao* = area of I-octanol peak 

Aphc = area of internal standard peak 

The response tactor was calculated by ploning Va0flpho against AcsodAphc, for rclutions with 

different 1gnanol:chlorobenzene ratios. The slope of the Calibration curve represented the 

response factor. The calculated response factor for l-odanol was 0.7. 

The amount of 1-man01 that was determined after hydrolysis was used to detenme the yteld of 

the displacement reaction. The yield in this case was defined as the amount of la lano1 afler 

hydmlysis compared to the maximum amount of lgnanol that could have been formed when all 

aailable alkyl groups of the aluminum mmpound were displaced with l-xtene. A 100% yield 

would mean that all alkyl groups ofthe alumlnum were displaced by l-xtene. 

TO Calculate me yield, the followmg formula was used: 

In which: 

And: 

n = number of moles 

PC.,, = denslty of octanol [gimL] 

Mcso. = molar mass of octanol [$Imol] 

VTM = volume of tnalkylaluminum compound [mL] 

hM = density of t"alkylaluminum compound [glmL] 

M,, = molar mass of trialkylaluminum compound [glmol] 
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3 2 4 b Pressure monitormq dunno drsDlacement reaction 

The amount of isobutene gas mat was formed dunng the displacement reaction was calculated 

from the Rnal pressure in the reactor. After calculating the amount of isobutene gas, me yield of the 

reanion could be determined. A 100% yield would mean that all alkyl groups of the aluminum were 

displaced by lgnene. 

n rC, 
Yield [%I = xi00 

n C,(mm) 

Where 

n iC&j = -n,, 

rho = number of moles gas in reactor after reactlon 

n~~ = number of moles nitrogen before reanion 

P x Y  "- =- 
R x T  

P = final pressure in reactor [Pa] 

V = volume of gas in reactor [ml] 

R = gas constant [Jimoll(l 

T = temperature [l(l 

V N ~  = volume of nttrogen [rn? 

V. = molar volume of (deal gas [ml] 

V,,,, = volume of reactor [ml] 

V,,,.,a = volume of liquid in reactor [m)] 

And: 



3 . 2 4 . ~  Bo;I;no off excess octene befween d;s~lacemenf and back4;mlacemenf 

The yield of the experiments was defined in the results as 'ORene 1461'. meaning the amount of 

octene that was recovered after backdisplacement compand to the maximum amount of onene 

that could have been obtained when all alkyl gmups of the alumanurn compound were replaced. To 

calculate the amount of Onene present in the reaRion mixture after backdisplacement, the 

reSWnse fador of Onene relative to the internal standard (chlorobenrene) was determined vith 

GC analyss, usmg the following equation: 

VC, = volume of actene [mL] 

Ace = area of l-actene peak 

After planlng plon~ng Vc$Vvhc, agalnst MA,,,, for solutions wlth different C. PhCl ratlos the 

response factor was calculated by determlnlng the slope of the cal~bratnon curve The response 

fanor of Onene was 1 2 

To calculate the yleld (or Odene 96) from the GC results after the readlon. the fallawlng formula 

was used 

In which: 

And: 

p,, = density of Onene [glmL] 

Mc. = molar mass of Odene [glmol] 
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3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.3.1 1-Octene isomerization

To monitor the isomerization of 1-<>ctene over an HZSM5 catalyst, GC analysis was used, and

samples were taken at regular time intervals. Since the isomerization was very slow, the

temperature was increased after 1 day with 10 .C to 50 .C to speed up the reaction. isomerization

of 1-<>ctene was performed twice during this study (iso1 and is02 respectively), both with HZSM5

as a catalyst.

Figure 3.24: Typical gas chromatogram of the product mixture obtained during the

isomerization of 1-<>ctene (is02) in the presence of HZSM5 after 4 days at 50 'C

The gas chromatogram shows that the peaks of the internal octenes are clearly distinguishable

and therefore the exact composition of the reaction product could be calculated. The DCM peak

refers to the dichloromethane, a solvent that was used to rinse the syringe between analyses. The

compositions of both the isomerization products after 4 days, as well as the composition of the

internal octenes mixture that was obtained from Sasol are given in the table below. These three

octene mixtures were used in the transalkylation reactions.

The isomerization reaction with HZSM5 resulted in a mixture of internal octenes, with 1-<>Ctene still

the main component. In both cases the isomerization went as far as 3- and 4-octene, although only

a small amount of 4-<>ctene was identified. The Sasol mixture mainly consisted of 2-<>ctene, mixed

with 1-<>ctene and little 3-<>ctene.
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Transalkylation

3.3.2 Transalkylatlon

The results of the different methods that were used in the transalkylation reaction are discussed in

chronological order, starting with displacement, oxidation and hydrolysis of TAA (a), followed by

pressure monitoring during displacement (b) and finally boiling of excess octene between

displacement and back-displacement (c).

3.3.2.a DisDlacement oxidation and hvdrolvsis oftrialkvlaluminum

After hydrolysis, the reaction product was analyzed with GC. A typical GC graph of the reaction

product is presented in Figure 3.25, in which the 1-octanol peak is clearty visible.

chlorobenzene
./ ,-cetanol'"
4 min

Figure 3.25: Typical gas chromatogram of reaction product after oxidation and hydrolysis
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Table 3.2: Product composition of internal octenes

1501[%] 1502[%] Sa50l mix [%]

1-octene 65 67 29

2-octene 32 27 69

3-octene 2 5 2

4-octene 1 1 0

pA

40)1 3-octene
300D

3DDD

:] DCM
'"

1000
1000

000



Method 7 

AS was dlswssed In Paragraph 3 2  2 B1 two poss~ble readton paths of tr~alkylalumlnum in 

oxldatm and hydrolysls were reparted in literature 

Figure 3.26 lY pasible maction path of oxidationhydmfysis with airiwafer 

Figure 3.27: P possible reaction path of oxidation/hydrnlysis wrth airhater 

Both reanion paths show the farmatlon of a pnmary alcohol. Therefore, the readion product was 

analyzed by GC and the amount of almhol was determined 

Because of the formatton of a gel dunng hydrolysls the analysls of the readon mixture was vely 

dlmcult Only a small amount of liquid could be recovered by filtration and analyzed by GC The 

formation of a gel could be due to the readlon at alumlnum wlth water formlng AI(OH), or 

AI2O1 3 H20 

NO 1-&no1 was detected after hydrolysis, which could mean that the oxldatlan and hydrolysis 

was not successful under mese reamon conditions or that the displacement readon did not take 

place. The GC analysls at the experiments that were caned out on a slightly larger scale in the 

three-necked mund bottom flask also showed no la tano i .  

Since the oxidation step was very exothermic. me readlon setup proved to be unsuitable for the 

expetiments. Furthermore, the mlni-readon and the Supelm dlstillatlon setup were not totally 

aimght, making the results unreliable. Therefore, a stainless steel reaclar wim a pressure release 



valve was developed, and further expenments were performed with thlr new setup. Other oxidation 

and hydmlysa methods, as well as otheranalysis possibilities had to be explored. 

Table 3.3: Dwplacement of TEA w;fh l*nene, arrdatjon wth air and hydmlysls 

wrth water in 3 mL mlnr-reactor with Supelw disti1lat;on setup 

TEA 1-&em Readm Td GCdeIedion 

[mLl [mL] tmed  lh] [.C] of l-x3anol 

0.1 1.8 2 25 NO 

Method 2 

In this method, the temperature of the d~splacement reaction was 100 'C, and the oxidation was 

cam& out with oxygen instead of alr at higher pressure. Thls was posslble wlth me high-pressure 

ihnes fined on the reactor. 

F g m  3.28: Oxrdat~onmydrolysis method with O2 and HSO, 

The GC analysts of the readton produds was d~mcult in this memod as well, rmce a gel formed 

dunng hydrolyas. indicatmg the formation of AI(OH),. In three cares, the GC analysis showed 1- 

octanol, indicating that the dlsplacernent reaction t w k  place Fable 3.4). These were all 

expetiments were TlBA was used: no l-xtanal was detected in the expenments with TEA. S i n e  

the ex- l a t e n e  present after the dssplacement was not distilled off, a reference expertmen1 

was canied out, whlch proved I*ctene dld not oxldiie and hydrolyse undw the current reaction 

conditions This points out that the 1-octanol detected after hydrolysis was in fad formed from the 

Octene that displaced the alkyl group of me aluminum. 



Table 3 4 Qualrtatrve analysn of f-ocfanol after dsplacement of TlBA 

and TEA wfth i a t e n e  m stamless sfeel reactor, ox!datron 

wdh O2 for 6 hours underpressore hydmtys,~ wth HdO, 

TlBA TEA l-octene Nl(acac)> Reaction Ta GCdetealon 

[mLl [mLl [mL] mol% to A1 tlmed [h] ['C] of l+ctanol 

2 - 20 4 100 Yes 

2 - 20 4 100 NO 

2 - 20 o 03 5 100 Yes 

2 - 20 0 03 5 100 Yes 

- 2 20 0 03 6 100 NO 

TO be able to get quanttatlve results an mternal standard (chlorobenrene) war added before 

oxldatm Samples were taken at regular tlme lnteNals to monltor the reaalon progress as a 

funaton of tme The yield was calculated in such a way that a 100% yield would mean that the 1- 

octanol detected corresponds to the maxlmum amount of l-mene that could have reacted wlth 

the aluminum compound 

Table 3.5: Determination of oplimal oxidation time alter displacement of TIEA wnh internal 

oaenes (Isof) at i 00  C for 7 houn in a stainless steel reactor, with O W  mol% Nl(acacd 

catalyst, oxidarm wrth O2 under pressure, hydralpis wiih H2S0, 

Oxidation Amount of octene 

time [h] reacted [%I 

0 0.5 

1 3.5 

2 5.3 

3 6.0 

4 6.0 

5 6.3 

24 3.8 

Direct ox 2.6 



AS can be s e e n  from this table. the yield was very low, even after 24 hours. This wuid indicate that 

the displacement reaction did not proceed until the full enend. or that the yield of the oxidation and 

hydrolysis reaction was very low. The yield after oxidation was compared to the yield of direct 

oxidation. where a sample was taken and a large amount of oxygen was directly injected in the 

liquid. This method also showed a relativety low yield. 

When lwking at the graph of oxidation time vs. yield, lt was determined that an oxidation time of 3 

hours was sufficient for further experiments. 

Figwe 3.29: Detetmlnatloon of optimal oxidation time affer displacement of TlBA with internal 

octenes (lsol) at 100 @in a stainless steel reactor, wrth 0.03 mol% Ni(acacJ 

catalyst, oxidation with O2 underpressure (2 bar), hydrolysis with H&O, (m l-octanol) 

After determining the optimal oxidation time, the displacement reaction was Investigated. As can 

be seen from the results in Table 3.6, the yleld did not change significantly with different 

displacement reactton times. This may indicate that the displacement reaction takes place within 

one hour and the maxlmum yield 1s reached, or the sllght variations are only to be antibuted to the 

oxidation and hydrolysis step, which does not proceed to completion. The different Internal octenes 

mixtures showed no significant differences in yield, which was expected, since both mixtures had a 

high l-octene mntent. The l-octene present in the mlxture would displace the alkyl gmup of the 

aluminum first. Since no double bond isomenration was required. 



Table 3 6: Results of quantitative analysis of 7-man01 aRerdifferent duntion of dbplacement 

reactions at 700 C of TIBA with internal actenes (Iso7/Sasoi mix) in stainless steel reactor. 

w$h 0.03 mol% Ni(acacJ2 catalyst, oxidation w!th O2 for 3 hours underpressure, hydrolysis 

wdh H,SO,, chlorobenm?e as htemal standard 

TlBA Is01 Sasol mix Reaction Amount of octene 

[mL] [mLl [mLl tlmeo[h1 reacted [%I 

2 20 1 4.6 

2 20 2 4.2 

2 - 20 1 5.8 

2 .  20 2 4.1 

Method 2+3+4 

The yield from the standard readlon as mentioned above was compared to the yield obtained from 

slightly different methods. FirsUy, method 2 was used. ~n whlch the pressure was released during 

the displacement reaction, letbng me possibly formed isobutene gas escape. Method 3 involved 

the bubbllng of the oxygen through the liquid reamon minure, made posslble by the fltment of a 

gas inlet tube reaching to the b n o m  of the reactor. Finally, method 4 was pelformed whereby 

H102 was used in the oxidation and hydrolysis step 

Figure 3.30: H202 method for ox,dation and hydroiy~is 

The results from these experiments are presented in Table 3.7. 

AS can be seen from these results. methods 2 and 3 showed almost the same yteld. The yield of 

method 4, where H202 was used was higher, indicating that this oxidatronihydrolyris method was 

more successhll. The axldation with oxygen a reported In literature to have generally lower ylelds 

than oxldatlonr where hydrogen peroxide was used. This is attributed to me fad mat the use of 

oxygen is oflen difflcun to ccntrol and only one of the two oxygen atoms is known to be produdwe 

~n the oxidati0n.8"~ 



Table 3 7 Resons of quantrtabve analysls of f4ctanol affer d,splacement reacbon at 700 C of 

TIBA wdh rntemal octenes (tsof/Sasoi m w  m stamless steel reactor wi7h 0 03 "701% Nl(acacJ2 

catalyst oxrdatron and hydrolys~s, chtombenzene as Internal standard 

TlBA lsol Sasolmlx Oxidation Readion Oxidation Amauntafaclene Method 

[mL] [ m ~ ]  [ m ~ ]  method time [h] time [h] reacted [%I 

2 - 20 3 2 3 4 1 2 

2 - 20 3 2 3 4.5 2 - P released 

2 20 4 3 1.5 5.8 3 

2 20 5 3 9.0 4 

Summaw of results of oxidathx and hydmlyus method 

The different methods that were used to oxidlze and hydrolyze the ttialkylaluminum that was 

formed dunng the displacement reaction all showed very low yields. It is not clear whether these 

low yelds are due to the iow yield of the displacement readlon or that the yield of the oxidation 

and hydmlyss step was not 100%. Therefore, another analysts method was investigated, whlch 

involved the monitonng of the pressure during the displacement reanion. 

3 32.b Pressure moniforrno dunno disolacemeot reactton 

The lsobutene gas that was expeded to form during the displacement of TIBA with onene would 

result in an increase in reactor pressure, since the reanion takes place in a closed system. This 

pressure was monitored dvting and aner the readlon by measuring the pressure in the reactor with 

an analogue pressure meter. 

F,gure 3 37 Schemabc representabon of drsplacement reactton w,th TIBA and ociene, pressure 

mondor~ng dunng reactm relatmg to rwrbutene fornabon 

The mnditions of the expetimenm in whtch the pressure was monitored duting the reactlor' are 

displayed in the table below. Su  types of reactions wlm different parameten were canied out. 



Table 3 8 Reactnn parametem of dmplacement 

reacfmns dunng whrch the pressure was monmred 

l -xtene TlBA TEA Nl(acac)> Molar ratlo 

[mL] [mL] [mL] [rnal% to All Ca A1 

1 2 5  2 -  20 

2 25 

3 2 0  2 -  16 

4 20 4 - 8 

5 20 - 2 9 

6 2 0  2 -  0 03 16 

During experiment 1 a relatively large pressure increase was observed. To get an idea of the 

influence of the Mpaur pressure of 1-octene on the total pressure with increasing temperature, 

expenment 2 was carted out with only l-octene (F~gure 3.32). The pressure obtained in this 

expnment was considerably lower, and since ths muld not only be due to the vapour pressure of 

TIBA, which war a vev small quantity it muld be assumed that indeed isobutene was formed in 

the reaction. 

Fjgurn 3.32: Pfessure at various temperatures during displacement of TIBA with l a t e n e  

R experiment 1; A experiment 2) 



The pressure m-se with time far experiments 3 4  is given in Figure 3.33. As can be seen fmm 

this graph, the pressure 1s htgher for the readlon with TEA (experiment 5) and the one wlth 

catalyst (experiment 6). The pressure in expement 4 is a be higher than in experiment 3, thls 

could be due to the fact that In experiment 4 more TiBA was used, increasing the vapour pressure. 

Figure 3.33: Pressure at vatious temperatures durhg displacement of TIEAITEA with 7-ocfene 

(a experiment 3; expenmenf 4; o experrment 5; r experiment 6) 

GC analysls of the gas sample that was taken fmm the reactor after the displacement reaction of 

T I M  and I-octene showed a large peak at 186  mln (Figure 3.34). Thts was confirmed to be 

lsobutene by a reference sample fmm a gas cylinder. This pmved that indeed isobutene was 

formed dunng the readon, indicating thatthe displacement readon took place. 

The calculations that were per tmed are based on readings with an analague pressure meter. 

Which is not very accurate: therefore the results can only be a mugh indication. Since a lot of 

faaon play a role, the calculation of the amount of alkyl gmups that was displaced from the gas 

pressure is quite complicated. The Mpour pressures of odene and the T M  ("crease with 

~nweasmg temperature, and it is a closed volume. The exact mmposluon of the liquid reaction 

mixture 4s not known dunng me reactlon, and therefore the amount of odene readlng over time 

cannot be calwlated. 
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Figure 3.34: Results of GC analysis of gas formed during displacement of TIBA with 1-octene

However, the total amount of octene that displaced isobutene or ethene on the aluminum during

the reaction could be calculated. Since the reactor pressure before the reaction at room

temperature (25°C) was 0 and the reactor showed an increased pressure at room temperature

after the reaction, this pressure could be attributed to the isobutene that was formed. Since it is a

simplified approach, the vapour-liquid equilibrium data of octene, isobutene, ethene, nitrogen and

TAA were left out of the calculation, as well as any dissolved isobutene. Therefore, with this final

pressure reading, an indication could be given of the percentage of alkyl groups that was displaced

during the reaction.

Table 3.9: Calculation of displaced alkyl groups during displacement

of TIBAITEA with 1-octene (see table 3.7 for reaction parameters)

Final P Gas formed

[kPa] [kmol]

1

3

4

5

6

20 1.033

20 1.073

25 1.321

70 3.758

45 2.416

Yield[%]

(= % Alkyl groups

displaced)

4.4

4.5

2.8

8.6

10.2

68

pA

300001

obutene

26000

20000

1&x)()

10000

&X)()

0 . ,
2 4 e



N t h  th6 method, wry low y~elds were calwlated This muld be due to the low yield of the 

displacement readion, indicating that the readion wnd~tions were not optimal. Another possibility 

wuld be that the pressure readings were not acurrateenough, or that the reactor had a small leak. 

resulting in a lower final pressure. The yield. or % alkyl groups displaced was calculated in such a 

way that a 100% yleld would mean that the octene dsplaced all alkyl groups on the aluminum. 

since the odene war in excess over the aluminum compound. Experiment 5, peflormed with TEA. 

showed a higher yield, which corresponds with observations dunng the reactions, in whlch TEA 

reads more violenUy than TIBA The yield fmm experiment 6 is slightly higher, which wuld indicate 

that the catalyst mdeed had an tnnuence on the remion. 

Summary of resub ofpressure montotonng method 

Fmm the results of thls analysis methM it can be canciuded that the dtsplacernent reaction indeed 

took place. The yield was higher when TEA was used instead of TIBA. and also the addition of a 

nickel catalyst increased the yield. Unfonunately. the yields were relatively low. Since it was not 

Clear whether thls was caused by the low yleld at the displacement reaaon or that this analysis 

method was not accurate enough. other pouible analysis methods had to be explored. 

33.2.~ Boilino off excess acfene between disDlacemwnt and backdisolacement 

This methM inwlws balltng off the residual octene after the displacement readon, pnor la the 

backd8splacernent readlon. 

F i w  3.35: Schemat,~ representation of transalkylat~on 

whereby excess octane s boiled off afier displacement 
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The reaction mixture after back-displacement was analyzed by GC (Figure 3.36).

pA

eooo
hexene

/
4000

OCM

'\3000

2000

1000

o

Figure 3.36: Typical gas chromatogram of the reaction product after back-displacement

After the displacement, the excess octene was boiled off, confirmed by GC that no octene was left

and the back-displacement reaction was performed with 1-hexene. Both displacement and back-

displacement were performed with a 5-fold excess of alkene to the aluminum (500 mol%). The first

experiments performed with this method showed promising results.

Table 3.10: Octene yield after displacement of TIBA with intemal octenes (is02)

[100 'C, 3 h, 0.03 mol% Ni(acacJ2l and back-displacement with 1-hexene

[25 'C, chlorobenzene " int std)

After these first experiments it was decided to optimize this method, with some alterations to the

initial method. Due to the fact that the reactor was not equipped for distillation, a small amount of

octene was left after the boiling off procedure. Attempts to boil off the total amount of octene were

unsuccessful, as the results proved to be inaccurate and not reproducible. This could be due to

70

chlorobenzene

/
111I1 LJ
, . , , ,

2 3 4 G e min

Time Octene[0/0]

5min 2

1 hour 3

4 days 45



other mmponents being boiled off together wlth the octene due to the small volume of Itquid in the 

reactor at the end of the bailing off pmcedure. 

TO make sure the amount of odene calculated after the back-daplacement was only the amount of 

Onene that was displaced fmm the aluminum, an extra GC analysis was pefiormed before staning 

the back-displacement. This way a conedon was done for the Onene that muld not be bolled off. 

When the excess atene war not balled off afler displacement, the yields were considerably lower 

and not reproduuble. indicating that the GC analysis might not be accurate enough to determine 

the slight increase in octene afier backdisplacement when a large amount of octene was still 

present. The cctene yield mrresponds with the total amount of Onene that was displaced from the 

alumlnum (whnh was correded for the amount of atene that war ieft afler the boiling off step) and 

includes any atene that might have isomenzed after it was released from the aluminum. The 

opbmlzation experiments were started wlth an investigation of the backdlsplacement reaction. 

After optlmtzing this part the total Vansalkylatlon reaction muld be optimized. 

Backd,splacemenf 

Initial backdlsplacement reacttons were pefiomed for longer periods of time, until it was dear that 

the maximum yield was readed after approximately 2 hours. Since the increase in yield thereafter 

was relatively small, the expetiments were carned out for 2 hwn. To mmpare the yields after 

backdisplacement, the ylelds after 2 houn of reaction tlme were taken into account, regardless of 

whether the reaction carned on for longer. F~ntly, different back-displacing alkenes were used. 

wlth or without the Nl(acac).catalyst. the results of whch are presented in the table below. 

Table 3 7 7  Octene ymld aner 2 houn after backdrsplacement of TOA wdh dfferent 

alkenes wm and wdhout catalyst (2 mol% Nl(acac)*, T = 25 @ 5x excess alkene to AQ 

Alkene Octene [%] Octene [%] 

wlth catalyst without catalyst 

C=C 87 58 

From these results 11 can be seen that the ylelds were hlgher when catalyst was added To 

compare the cctene yaeld in tlme dunng backdlsplacement of the different back-dlsplaung alkenes 

for the expnments wlth catalyst the odene yield for the back-displacement reamon was plotted 

as a hrnalon or tlme in Figure 3 37 
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Ffgure 3.37. Ocfene yield aner backdIspIacement of TOA with d,fferent alkanes with cataiyn 

(m 1-hexsne; A Idecene; 0 ethene) I2 mol% Ni(acac). T = 25 93, 5x excess alkene to All 

AS can be s e e n  from thls graph, the results far both hexene and decene were almost the same. 

m e n  uslng ethene, wnch is a gar, the amount that was used could not be measured accurately, 

resulting in a tower and lers reproducible yield. 

Flgure 3 38 shorn the octene yleld as a functlon of tlme during the backdlsplacement of TOA 

w n g  different alkenes wlthout catalyst 

Th16 graph shows that the results of the backdisplilcement without catalyst were more scattered, 

and also lower. This indicated that mdeed the presence of the Ni(acac)> catalyst was necessary for 

thls pan of the transalkylation reaction. 

The results for ldecene were most reproduoble in the experments wlth and w~thoot catalyst and 

Slnce the mdecylalummum mmpound was expected to be the most stable of the three posslble 

alummum mmpounds aRer backdlsplacement, ldecene was dosen as the back-d~splaclng 

alkene forthe opllm~zatlon experiments The Influence of the amount of catalyst used in the back- 

dlrplacement reactlo" was lnvestlgated next 
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Figure 3.38: Octene yield after back-displacement of TOA with different alkenes without catalyst

(. 1-hexene;'" 1-decene;8 ethene) rr = 25 'C, 5x excess alkene to AI]
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Figure 3.39: Octene yield after back-displacement of TOA with 1-decene,

different amounts of catalyst rr = 25 'C]
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As can be seen from Figure 3.39, the yield for the experiment without the catalyst was lower,

confirming again that a catalyst is needed for the back-displacement reactions. When looking at

the results after 2 hours of back-displacement, the experiment where 1 mol% catalyst was used

had the highest yield. The yield did seem to stay relatively constant above 1 mol%, indicating that

1 mol% of Ni(acach would be sufficient The octene yield after back-displacement was also close

to 100%,which meant that this reaction step was operating under almost ideal reaction conditions.

Table 3.12: Octene yield after 2 hours after back-displacement

of TOA with 1-decene. different mol% catalyst (T = 25 'C]

Mol% catalyst Octene [%]

o

1

2

4

69

96

93

93

To investigate the influence of temperature and the 1-decene to aluminum ratio, more experiments

were performed.

Reactiontime [h]

Figure 3.40: Octene yield after back-displacement of TOA with 1-decene at different

back-displacement temperatures and decene:AI ratios [1 mol% Ni(acac)21
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The ylelds of the different expenments were relatively close, as can be seen from Figure 3.40. 

When comparing the odene yields after 2 hours the following results were obtained: 

Table 3.13: Octene yield ate, 2 hours aner backdrsplacement of 

TOA wth ldecene (different temperafure andtafios) 

T ['Cl Ratlo decene:Al Octene [%] 

25 5 96 

m e n  the temperature was tncreased the yleld decreased sitghtly lncreaslng the ldeceoe to A1 

ratlo alm seemed to decrease the yleld s11ghUy but no slgnlflcant change was observed Therefore 

the followng expenments were performed at 25 'C wth a ldecene to Al molar tatlo of 5 

TO prevent the rapld ~somedration of the octene that was displaced from the TOA, 1.5- 

cyclwaadiene (COD, 5 mL) was added as an isomenzation-inhibiting agent. This compound was 

added at different ttmes after the addition of TOA to the reactor. to determine the optlmal 

procedure 

Table 3. 14: lsomenzatron of l-octene after backdisplacement 

reaction. dmerent addition times of 1,kyclooctadieoe 

compared fo standad reachon (2 hour d, T = 25 C, 1.5 g CODImg NV 

Time luctene Zir tene 3-ctene 4-octene 

lmlnl [%I [%I [%I 1x1 
NoCOD 2 10 41 47 

t = o  100 0 0 0 

t = 1  72 0 1 27 

t = 5  72 1 3 25 

These results indicate that without COO, the isomer~zation aner 2 houn was quite significant. 

leaving only 2% l i r t e n e  in the readon muture. When the COD was added together wlth the 

TOA, the immerization was stopped and only luctene was detected. When the COD was added 

after the TOA, the isomenzation already oaurred. leaving 72% 1-octene after the back- 
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displacement. Therefore, the optimal time to add the COD to the reaction mixture was together

with the TOA.

Displacement and back-displacement

After optimizing the back-displacement reaction, the total transalkylation reaction was performed.

Optimization experiments were started with 1-octene, followed by experiments with internal

octenes. First, different Ni(acacn catalyst concentrations were used for the displacement (d) of

TIBA with 1-octene, followed by back-displacement (bd) ofthe formed TOA with 1-decene.

_ no catalyst
_1mol%
_2mol%
_4mol%

2

Reactiontime [h]

Figure 3.41: Octene yield after displacement of TIBA with 1-octene and back-displacement with 1-

decene, different amounts of catalyst in the displacement reaction

[1hourd, 7"" 100 'C, J"d" 25 'C, 5x excess alkene to AI, 1 mol% Ni(acach bd]

From Figure 3.41 it becomes clear that the yield was considerably lower when no catalyst is used

in the displacement reaction. The yields of the reactions with 1,2 and 4 mol% catalyst are all

relatively close.

The influence of temperature on the displacement reaction was investigated in another set of

experiments. For these experiments, no catalyst was added for the back-displacement step.

The experiment that was performed at 100 .C showed a lower yield, indicating that the reaction

proceeded better at lower temperatures.
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_25.C_ 6O"C
_100.C

Reaction time [h)

Figure 3.42: Octene yield after displacement of TIBA with 1-cctene and back-displacement

with 1-decene at different temperatures for the back-displacement reaction

[1 mol% cat d, 1 hour d, no cat bd, 7"" = 25 'C]

Summarizing the results and comparing the yield after 2 hours of back-displacement, it is dear that

the best results were obtained in the experiments where no extra catalyst was added for the back-

displacement reaction. This indicates that the catalyst might be still active after displacement, since

the back-displacement experiments showed that a certain amount of catalyst was necessary in the

back-displacement to obtain these high yields.

Table 3. 15: Octene yield after displacement of TIBA with 1-cctene and

back-displacement of TOA with 1-decene [1 hour d, 7"" = 25 'C, 2 hour bdJ

77

mol'Yo mol'Yo Octene

lOCI catalyst d catalyst bd ['Yo]

100 4 1 81

100 2 1 74

100 1 1 83

100 0 1 35

100 1 0 95

60 1 0 100

25 1 0 100



Smce no Increase in yteld was observed at hlgher catalyst mncentratlons, the use of 1 mot% 

catalyst in displacement seemed optlmal The yleld was very hlgh even at lower temperatures. 

mdlcatlng that for the displacement afTlBA w~th lactene a temperature of 25 O C  was sumuent 

Aneroptlmiring the transalkylation readion with l-xtene it was pelformed d t h  4actene under the 

optimized readon conditions. in these expenments it became clear that the present reaction 

conditions were not optimal for Internal octenes, and more optimization expenments were c a m 4  

out. 

Table 3.16: Octeoe yield after d~spacement of TlBA w#h 

4ddene and back-displacemenf of TOA with l-decene 

at 25 @for 2 houn el dir7emnf condrims [no cat bdl 

When performing the tranralkylatlao reactton wth 4&ene under the optimized reaction conditions 

obtained with l a t e n e ,  the yield was only 8%. The reason for mts could be that the double bond of 

the 4actene has to shift to the primary position (isomenzation to 1-Mene) in order for the M e n e  

to bind to the aluminum, thus dispiactng the alkyl group. 

Therefore the catalyst concentration as well as the reaction time was increased, which resulted in 

a yleld of 36%. The next experiment, where only the catalyst amount was increased pmved that 

the reaction time had been the yield-increadng factor. Mean~ng that a catalyst amount of 1 mol% 

was sumuent, only that a longer reactlan time was needed to isomenre all the M e n e  and let it 

bind to the aluminum. Furthermore, the yield increased when the temperature of the dmplacement 

reactton was increased to 100 'C,  resulting in an actene yteld of 82?& 

Aner optimizing the readion condttlans of the transalkylatlon for 4&ene. the reaction was also 

oerformed wtth 2-Mene and Pqctene. 
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Reactiontime [h]

Figure 3.43: Octene yield after displacement of TIBA with different intemal octenes and

back-displacement with 1-decene [d 3 hours, T' = 100 'C, 1 moJOI6cat; bd no cat, "f"d = 25'C]

As can be seen from Figure 3.43, the yields of the transalkylation reaction with different internal

alkenes were not the same. The yields of the transalkylation reactions for the different internal

alkenes after 2 hours of back-displacement are presented in the table below.

Table 3.17: Octene yield in time after displacement of TIBA with

different intemal octenes and back-displacement of TOA with

1-decene [T' = 100 'C, 3 hour d, 1mol% caf, 2 hour bd at 25 'C]

Octene [%]

2-octene 27

3-octene 62

4-octene 82

The yield for 4 octene is 82%, whereas the experiments where 2- or 3-octene was used had lower

yields. This could be due to the fact that the reaction conditions were optimized for 4-octene. The

main objective was to get the best yield for 4-octene, since this is the product of the metathesis

reaction, and will be used as the displacing alkene in the tandem catalysis reactions.
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Sommaty of r e u b  of the boiling off excess aciene method 

This method proved to be successful in obtaining quantitative results for the Vansalkylatlon 

reaction. and optimization of both the displacement and the backdisplacement steps cnuld be 

camed out. The results show that the optimized reactton cnndltions were optimal for 4atene.  

Since 4actene is the starthg wmpound for the tansalkylation reaction in the tandem catalysis 

expenments. this method and reaction wndltlons will be used in the tandem catalysis experiments. 

The stainless steel reactor (final deagn, Figure 3.22 and 3.231 that was developed for the 

experiments proved to be suitable for this type of reactions. N t h  this reactor it was possible to 

calry out the experiments in a safe way, in a dosed volume and with all necessary finmgs and 

valves that were needed to perform the reactions. 

3.4 CONCLUSIONS 

Heterogeneous isomenzatlon af i-actene was successtully camed out with HZSM5 as a catalyst. 

The pmduds were analyzed with GC. which pmved o be a useful analysis method to determine 

the exan CQmpaslOan of the internal octenes. Around 35% of the 1-atene was lsomerized to 

lnternai octenes, and the isomerizatlon proceeded up to eoctene. Although the lsomenzation 

proceeded slower than expected, the yield after 4 days was hbgh enwgh and provided a mixture of 

Internal octenes that was suitable to be used as staning material in the transalkylation reactions. 

Three different analysls methods were used to determine the extent of the transalkylabon reactlon 

The ox~datlon and hydrolysis of the readlon product after the displacement reaction 

showed that the dlsplacement reactlon took Place. Attemptr. to obtain reliable and 

repmduuble quantitative resuns by using mis method were not successful. since the 

oxidation and hydrolysis step dld not appearto proceed to wmpletlon. 

Reactor pressure monitoring during the displacement reaction also proved that me reaction 

took place, but this method was not sumuenfly accurate to produce quanutative results 

The results did show that the use of a Nt(acac), catalyst increased me yield of the reaction. 

m e n  the excess octene was bolled on beween dlsplacement and backd~splacement it 

Was possible to obtaln reproduc~ble, quantltatlve results Therefore thls method was used 

to optmze the transalkylatton reaction 

The backdisplacement reaction was optimized by using different backdisplacing alkenes (ethene. 

1-hexene and ldecene), different amounts of catalyst. temperatures and a1kene:Al ratios. The 

octene yield was wnsiderably higher when Ni (aca~)~ was used as a catalyst. The octene yields for 

reactions wtlere 1-hexene or ldecene were used as the backdlsplacing alkene were bolh hlgher 



than when ethene was used. Since ethene is a gas, it was dimcult to monitor the exact amount of 

ethene that was added lo the reaction mlxfure, making the experiments less reprodudble. Back- 

displacement reactions wlth ldecene prowded the most reprodudble yields, therefore ldecene 

was Chosen as the backdlsplaclng alkene. 

The highest &ne yields were obtained when the backdisplacement was carned out at 25 'C 

with 1 mol% Nl(acac12 catalyst (relative to the Al). A readlo" tlme of 2 hours proved to be sumdent 

LO Obtain the maxlmum yield. 

COD was suitable in stopping the iwmenzation of the backdlsplaced alkene when the COD was 

added together with TOA in the backdisplacement readlon. The octene product consisted of 

100% lQdene when COD was added together with TOA, compared to only 2% l a l e n e  that was 

left in the reaction mlaure when no COD was added. 

After determlnlng the optlmal reaction mnd!t~ons far the backdaplacement reactlon, the 

transalkylatton react~on was earned out and agaln optmal reactlon condltlons (temperature 

amount of catalyst, reactlon time) were determined 

The displacement and backdisplacement reactions were optimized by using l a l e n e .  obtaining 

the h~ghest octene yield when the displacement reaction was carned out at 25 'C for 1 hour with 1 

mol% catalyst, fallwed by backdisplacement with ldecene at 25 'C for 2 hours without catalyst. 

After obtainmg a 100% yield with l a l e n e ,  the traosalkylauon reaction was carned out with 4- 

m e n e  Slnce the mene  yield for 4 a l e n e  was considerably lwe r  man when 1 a l e n e  was used, 

the reaction was opbmued again to obtain a higher yield. It became clear that for displacement 

reactlons with an internal m e n e  a higher reaction temperature and longer reaction times were 

required. This was to be expected, since the double bond in 4 a e n e  has to be shifted to the 

terminal position. The double bond of 1Qctene 1s already in the terminal pasition, allowing it to 

immediately displace an alkyl group ol the tnalkylalumlnum. The hlghest octene yields after back- 

dlsplacement were obtained when the dlsplacement reaction was carried out for 3 hours at roo 'C 

wlth 1 mol% catalyst, followed by 2 h a m  of backdisplacement at 25°C without the addition of 

extra catalyst. 

Optimization of the transalkylation reactton for 4~c tene  lead to an 82% yleld, where after the 

reactlon was a h  carried out with 2a lene  and 3-ne. The m e n e  yields after back- 

dlsplacement for 2- and 3-octene were 27% and 62% respectively. The yields for 2- and 3-octene 

were lower than for 1- and emene .  The reason for this could be that in the case of 1-octene and 

4 a e n e ,  the readon was optimized for this panicular octene, whereas the results obtained for 2- 

and 3a lene  were the result of a reaction under conditions that were optimzed for 4a lene.  Since 
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only 4 a e n e  vnll be used as a stanlng material for the Vansalkylation reactions in the tandem 

experiments and htgh ylelds were obtained vnth da lene,  there was no need to optimize the 

reaction fumer for 2- and 3-acteoe. 

The results obtained in these experiments increase the underslandmg of the tranralkylat~on 

reaction and prove that it is possible to carry out this reaction on a small scale in a stainless steel 

reactor The transalkylation reaction is applied in industry on a iage scale, but no repons have 

been found about the opbmaratm of reaction mndiuons. The industrial appl~cat~ons as deraibed 

in the patents also mention recycle streams and the use of multiple reactors for the separation and 

reactton steps.""' The results presented in this chapter prove that it is possible to cany out lhe 

displacement reaction in a single reactor, without separation steps in between, and that high and 

reprodudble reactlon yields can be obtained 

The development of the stainless steel reactor mat was used in the Vansalkylation experiments 

was a multi-step process, staning with the first reactor design and adapting it to the specific 

reaction cond~t~ons and safely issues involving the transalkylation reaction. The final reactor is a 

reactor that is not only sutable for this type of reactms but can be used in other types of readlons 

as well The reactor made it posslble to perform the experiments in a safe way, with all necessary 

inlet and outlet tubes, valves and fittings. 
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Tandem Gafalysis 

ABSTRACT 

in this chapter iwo different tandem sequences were investigated to prepare longer chain terminal 

alkenes fmm short chain terminal alkenes. For the first tandem process the metathesis reaction, as 

described Jn Chapter 2, and the transaikylation fmm Chapter 3 were combined It was found that it 

was indeed possible lo combme metathesis and transaikylation rn a tandem pmcess and 

reasonable high and repmducible yields were obtained. The second tandem process involved 

metathesis and an isomerkatbn step where the same Gmbbs I catalyst was used for both 

reactmn steps. It was concluded that ("deed an increase in temperature rnduced the formatron of 

the hydride species wthout the additton of other mmpounds although the I-ocfene yields were 

vev low. The I-octene yield and selectivity of the metathesrs-transaikviation sequence and the 

Ntheniumzataiyled metathesis-isomenzat,on fandem reaction were compared. it was found that 

the overall y!eM and selectivity for the metathesis-transalkymn was higher and that it was indeed 

possible to obtarn langwchain termrnal alkenes In a tandem pmcess. 



4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Tandem catalysis involves the wmbinatlon of multiple reactions in one synthetic operaton, wlth 

minimum workup or change m mndi~ions. '~ The concept 'tandem' is generally used to refer to 

readlons that o u r  parallel, one Dehmd another. alongside each other, or an assouahon of events 

working towards the same goal ' Tandem methodology provides excellent tadcs to combine 

different concurrent or sequentla1 processes in produdive single operation employing one or 

several catalysts. Tandem catalysis poses a challenge for chemists to find conditions that allow for 

the controlling of reactivity and selectivity in each step, but also presents a number of opportunities 

to improve chemical transformations. The advantage of tandem catalysis is that intermediates do 

not have to be stable enough for isolation, because they are quickly transformed by a subsequent 

reactmn. The yield losses assaclated with the isolation and purificatm of mtermediates in multi- 

step Processes can be avoided, and reaction times are considerably reduced.''.' The application 

of tandem reactions to generate and then destroy harmful chemicals a siiu also presents 

environmental and safety advantages. 

4.1.1 Classification of tandem reactions 

The terminology that is used to classify the different types of tandem catalysis reactlons is not 

consistent, which makes it dlmwlt to dlshnguish between the different reaction mechanisms. 

According to literature reacttons that are not considered tandem catalysis are far example one-pot 

reacuons involving isolated catalytic events, where the second catalyst is added only aner the first 

catalflc transformation is complete. 

The term tandem catalysis is reserved to deswbe coupled catalyses in which sequential 

transformation of the substrate occurs via rwo (or more) rnechanistlcally dlstinct processes. 

Tandem catalysis is defined to have all catalytic species, whether masked or apparent, present 

from the start of the readlon, and is also referred to as concurrenttandem catalysis.' 

One of the recent and most accepted types of classlflcat~ons of tandem cataiysls reactlons, as 

reported m literature wlll be dlswssed here In thls part~cular classlficatlon three dlstlnct types of 

tandem reactions are menhoned 

Onhcgonal tandem catalysis (Figure 41). where there is a mutual independence of the 

different catalytic cycles that operate simultaneau3y, wlth noo-intelleting catalyrts. 

Auto-tandem catalysis [Fbgure 4.2) refers lo two or more mechanistically distinct catalyses 

promoted by a slngle catalyst precursor Both cycles occur spontaneously and 

Simultaneously by cooperative interadlon of the vatiaus species, which are present at the 

Outset of the reaction. 



. Assisted tandem catalysis (Rgure 4.3) is a term used to identify the readions in which a 

single catalyst species carries out different transformations that are triggered by the 

addition of a further reagent to evoke a change in mechanism. 

Catalyst A Catalyst B 

Mechanism 
Substrate B 

Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of orlhogonal catalysls 

Catalyst A 

p r C d ; ~ ~ e m ,  P d u d  B 

Sub~trateA Mechanism Mechanism 
substrate B 

Figure 4.2: Schematic illustration of aotMandem catalysls 

trigger 
Catalyst A r Catalyst B 

Substrate A &hiismy p r ~ ' e n l j  Substrate B (MeChFismy 

Figure 4.3: Schernatlc ;llustatlon of assisted tandem catalysis 



A variety of names are used to refer to the different types of tandem reactions, such as domino 

readions, cascade readlons, sequential transformations, consecutive reactions and zipper 

readions? 

Domm and cascade reanlons often requore a mmplex substrate with predetermined 

fundionalities.' Domino reactions are defined as processes involving two or more bond-forming 

transformatmns that take place under the same reaction mndition without adding additional 

reagents and catalysts. and in which subsequent readlons result as a consequence of the 

functionality in the prevtous step. In domino readions, there are two a s w  that define the 

usefulness of Ihe process, the bond-forming eficiency (the number of bonds that are formed in one 

sequence) and the increase in structural wmplexity (structure emnomy) " Cascade read~ons 

lead to an lnuease in molecular mmplexlty by wmbinmg a senes of reacuons on one synthetic 

opera~an.'~ 

4.1.2 Catalysts in  tandem reactions 

Catalysts are traditionally designed and aptlmlzed to mediate a single readlon, but unth the 

increasing demand for more efflclent synthetic processes, catalysts that are capable of catalyrmg 

multiple reactions (sometmes by an in sit" transformatton) or are compatible with other catalysts to 

periorm sequentla1 reactions are developed." Different catalyst metetials have been reported to be 

S~cCeSsf~l in tandem catalysis: among them are the translbon  metal^.'^^'^ The homogenmusly 

catalyzed tandem reaaons where transition metals are used prove to be valuable in organo 

synthesis because they are effective, selective and require only mlld readion wnditions2 

4.1.3 Tandem reactions involving metathesis 

Different mmbinations of catalytic reactions where metathesis is lnvalved are reported (Figure 

4 5 ) ,  for example metathess-hydrogenabonnn' intramolecular "ng+peningltingdosing mefathe- 

sis." metathesis-Heck wupllng." CM-hydrogenation," tandem RCM-Kharasch addition5 and 

metathesis-isomeOzation '' Metathesis catalysts generally have hlgh actlwty and excellent 

toleran~e for many wmmon fundional groups, which makes them sultable for use in tandem 

readions ' Other examples of tandem readions where no metathesis step was involved include 

wmblnations of hydraformylation.' Heck-readionsaand many others 

Combmations of homogeneous and heterogeneous readtons m tandem catalysis have been 

investigated. An example of such a readton is the ruthenm catalyzed homogeneous metathesis- 

heterogenmus hydmgenation in the synthesis of polymers for example telechelic polyethylene 

(Figure 4.4). In thts reaction sequence, a s i lm gel is added after the metathesis to a d a s  a support 

for the catalyst restdue in the hydmgenatm step. Thls convenlon to a heterogeneous system 

faalitates the removal of catalyst and the isolation of the reaction products after the readnn." 
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hydrogenation 

Figure 4.4: Schematic illustration of a wmbinatmn of homogenews ADMET and heterogeneous 

hydrogenation in the synthesis of telechelic ester-funnionalked polyethylene 

A cascade p r e s s  that lnvoives three dcfferent transltlon metal catalysts (Flgure 4 6) In the same 

vessel was also reported in lhteature" In this case the fint step of the tandem pmcess was the 

pallad~umcatalyzed oxldatlon of almhols, followed by the d~odlumcataiyzed methylenailon and 

finally the mthentum-catalyzed RCM to provlde cycllc alkenes wlth a 70% y~eld 

Another example of a three-step tandem process whereby a ruthmum catalyst was used is the 

ROMPlatom-transfer radocal polymenramn (ATRP)lhydrogenabon in the preparation of fundlonal 

polymen In thls report the ROMP and ATRP steps are catalyzed by the same dl-fundlonal 

ruthenurn mmplex whtch o subsequenuy transformed lnta a hydrogenatton catalyst upon addtbon 

of hydrogen " 

4.1.4Tandsrn catalysis Lo obtain longer chain terminal alkenes 

The alm of this prop3 is to obtain longer chain terminal alkenes fmm shorter chain terminal 

alkenes To b2 able to achieve this aim, two ddferent types of tandem reactions were investigated, 

metathesis followed by transalkylation and metathesis fallowed by an isomerizatian step catalyzed 

by the ruthenium species that was used in the metathesis reaction. 

4.1 4 a Metathesn and tranSalk1at;m 

For the first type of tandem reanions, the metathese reaction (Chapter 2) and the transalkylation 

reanmns (Chapter 3) were comblned in a tandem catalysis pmcess (Figure 4.8). 
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ROM-RCM 

RCM-Heck coupling 

Ftgure 4 5 Schematrc diullustrat~on of tandem catalflc reactrons that mvofve metatheus 



Figure 4.7: Schemafrc ;Ilosfrat~on of a fhree-step tandem process wrVl a srngle ruthenrum catalyst 

F~gure 4 8 Schemat!~ representatran of metathem and transalkylat,on ,n tandem catalysrs 

(hydrogen and otherhgands o m m a  for clanv, M = metal) 



The metathesis-tansalkyiat>on reaction was described in literature as a method to syntheaze 

terminal alkenes by combining twrnenzatlon metathess and lwmenratlon transalkylation. So far, 

the only industrial application of this process was described by BASF in patents>n This industrial 

process involves different reaction vessels, recirculation and separation steps (Figure 4.9). The 

commercial application of tandem catalys~s in thls particular process has not been reported to date. 

For this industrial process, a C.-C:O alkene fraction is used far the isomerizing metathesis 

(40-100 "C. 30-35 bar). foilaved by the separation of the product stream by chain length in 4 

different fractions. The lower fractions and the fradon that contains the hlgher carbon numbers 

(whlch are higher than the desired number) are recycled in the isomerizing metathess reactor The 

fraction that mntalns the alkenes with the deslred carbon number is subjected Lo a transalkylation 

reaction (displacemeno with Vialkylalum~num (TAA) under isomerizing mndltlons. The TAA that 

was formed in the transalkylation reactton is reacted with an alkene (back-displacement) to liberate 

a 1-alkene corresponding to the TP.4 that was formed in the displacement readon. 

Other 
- p s s a s  

terminal Ismenzing 

alkener metathesis 

Terminal Tmnralkylation 

alkenes (d8splacement.S back- 
displacement) I- 

Figwe 4.9: Smplfied schemat!~ representation of BASF pmcess 

The catalysts that were used for the reactions consisted of a rnlnure of heterogeneous catalysts 

with different elements fmm vanous groups of the penodic table on a support such as MgO, 

y-Al,O, or B20, Different aluminum compounds were used in the reactions, vim an a1kene:Al ratlo 

between 1:l and 50 1. 
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The same type of pmceu to prepare llnear alkenes was earher described by Conom, but thls 

process tnvolved an mtncate comb~nat~on of growth separatlan, reclrculatlon, dlrtlllatlon. 

metathesis lmrnenzatton and displacement steps (Figure 4 10) 24 

I 
CZ+TAA Separation DisplaCBmenV 

Immenration 

I 

Intermediate Ssparaaon by Ltghtand heavy 
alkane5 fractlonauon alksnes 

Metathers lsome1~auon 

I Light and heavy 1 1 
alkanes 

Figure 4.10: Snnplfied schematic representauon of mnm process 

Slnce opinions about what classifies as a tandem catalyses readion vary, 11 is not exactly clear in 

which categoly the metathesis-transalkylation sequence falls. According to lterature, this partlwlar 

wmblnatlon can &her be referred to as sequentla1 tandem catalysis or assisted tandem 

~atalysts. '~ Even though some reports classify this readon not as a tandem process. the 

transalkylation reaction in itself could be described as a tandem process, since different 

rnechanlstic readions (displacement, isomerization and backdisplacement) are taking place 

without addition of catalyst or reactlan components during the reactlon. 

41.4 b Metathesis andiscmetiratran 

Another method to obtain longer chaln termlnal alkenes is to combine metathesis and 

~menza t i on  in a tandem catalysis fashion. Although isomerization is usually a ade-readton in 

metalcatalyzed readans, N can be used to convert internal alkenes to terminal alkenes when 

there is a proper understanding of the readion me~hanism.'~'~ 
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In contrast to the wellsstablished metathesis tandem readions, such as the ring-openingiring- 

closing cross-metathesis sequence where all of the steps are catalyzed by a ruthenium camene 

species, metathesislnon-metatheris reactions require a change in the nature of the catalytic adive 

speues, which may be induced by the addition of appropriate reagents to the reaction mixture aner 

the completion of the metathesis step2' 

lnvestlgatlons in the tsamerizatian actinty of metathesis catalysts were reported in literature. It was 

found that with Grubbs 1 metathesis was favoured below 70% and no isomerization took place." 

It was also reported that after metathesis. the decomposed ruthenium catalyst becomes quite 

efficient as an isomerization catalyst, although the exact mechanism was not completely 

understood yet."." 

These findings lead to an investigation into the mechanism whereby the ruthenlum is transformed 

tom a metathess catalyst into an iromerkation catalyst. One of the fows points was to determme 

whether alkene iromenratlon was promoted by the metathesis catalyst itself, by demrnposltlon 

products or by impuntles from the catalyst rynthese.%mrding to lhterature, a ruthenium hydride 

Or dihydnde complex is responslble for alkene isomerizatlon, which is also a good hydrogenation 

catalyst." Since both internal and external alkenes undergo isomerization, the possibility that the 

methylidene complex is solely responslble for the observed alkene isomerization was e ~ c l u d e d . ~  

Studies by McGrath and Grubbs" confirmed the role of the hydride species in alkene 

lsomemat10n. They lnvesugated and compared the tea established pathways far transition metal 

catalyzed alkene isomenzation, the n-ally1 metal hydnde mechanlsm and the metal hydride 

addltlon~llminatlon mechanlsm. 

In the metal hydride addmn-dimination mechanism (Figure 4 1 1 )  which is the most prevalent 

mechanm of the two, the free alkene coordinates to a klnetlcally lang-llved metal hydride species. 

Subsequent insertion mta the metal-hydride bond yields a metal alkyl. The initial metai hydride is 

regenerated by formation of a secondary metal alkyl followed by Wlimination, yielding isomerized 

alkene. Sme me formation of the pnmary alkyl is thermodynamcally favoured, non-pmdudive 

additianslmnatlon of the alkene through formatJan of and subsequent Wlimination fmm a 

pnmary metal alkyi occurs to great extent. 

The aallyl hydride mechanism (Figure 4.12) is the less commonly observed pathway for alkene 

~sometization. In this mechan~sm. the free alkene mrdlnates to a transluon metal fragment mat 

does not have a hydnde ligand. A n-ally1 metal hydride is formed by oxidatwe addltlon of an 

activated allylic C-H bond to the rnetal. The coordinated hydride a transferred to the opposlte end 

of the ally1 group, yielding the isomenred alkene. 
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Figure 4.7 1: Schematic representation of the metal hydnde add~ion-dimination mechanism 

F i g u ~  4.12: Schematic representation of the rr-ally1 metal hydnde mechanism 



If all steps in both mechanlsms would be truly reversible eventual equillbratlon to a 

thermodynamc mmiure of alkenes is observed Twc differences make these two mechanlsms 

dlStlngUIshablethrough labelling studles 

First, the n-ally1 hydnde mecnanlsrn 1s a formal 1,bhydrogen shin, whereas the metal 

hydride additionel~m~nation mecnanlsm lnvolves a 1.2-hydrogen shin. In the 1,Bhydrogen 

Shin, a hydragen in the allyllc posluon undergaes a metal-mediated transfer to a tenninal 

positlon (in a termlnal alkene) The 1.2-hydrogen shin involves the formation of a primary 

metal alky and plimination of a different hydrogen. The 1.2-hydragen shin is wmpleted 

by readdition of the metal hydride to the alkene lo yteld a secondary metal alkyl, followed by 

approptiate Beliminatlon. 

. Sewnd. the n-ally1 hydnde mechanm is lntramoleculai In thls mechanlsm a slngle 

Substrate molecule IS rearranged by the metal and released as product In the 

~ntermolecular metal hydnde addltlon-ellmlnatlon mechanlsm the hydrogen atoms from one 

Substrate molecule are transferred to the catalyst and then to another substrate molecule 

Although several studles were dedicated to determme whlch of the Wo proposed pathways is 

iawurabie the flndlngs are not mncluslve but there is certainty about the lnvolvemeot of the 

hydrlde specles in the lsomenzatlon reactions 

Smce it was found that the ruthenium hydnde was responsible for the ~somenratlon adlvlty 

several inuesugatms were carned out to get lns~ght in poutble reactlon paths for wnvertlng the 

ruthemum catalyst to its hydnde speues 

It was found that addltlons of (a pnmary or secondary) alwhol and substoichiometric amounts of a 

base to a metathesis reaction induce in s ~ u  wnversian of the metathests-adve carbene catalyst 

to an somerization-active hydride specles."The s~urce of the hydtide atom was investigated and 

~t was found that the hydtide was formed ";a a noncatalytic alwhal dehydragenatton pathway 

followed by decatmnylatlaniiY 

Another investigation of the reaction mechanism showed that when secondary alwholswere used. 

the Nthenlum hydrlde complex was formed by beta-hydnde ellminatlon of a ruthenium-alkoxide It 

was assumed that addition of a secondary alwhol and a base to a wmpleted metathesis reactm 

should induce the wnvenion of a Ru-carbene to a Ru-hydride species It was also reported that 

Secnndary almhols proved to be mare effective in wnvertlng the ruthenium catalyst into its hydtide 

Specie than ptimary alwhalsi' 
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Another way to wnven the ruthenlum to its hydnde species is the addition of hydrogen at room 

temperature and atmospheric A combination of the hydrogen atmosphere with the 

addition of an alcohol (and in some cases also a base) was also reparted to be an efFiclent way to 

obtain the hydnde ~ m p l e x . ' ~ "  It was also found that in some cases, heating induced the 

demmpaSRton of the ruthenlum complex, thereby formmg the hyande spec~es .~ ' .~  

This tandem reaction would be classified as sequentla (concurrent) tandem catalysis, or asslrted 

tandem catalysts, since the second step involves a change of the catalyst by an external ~nfluence 

(tngger].'6 

4 1.5 Alms and obpctrves 

In mls chapter, two dlfferent tandem catalysis sequences are mvestigated and optmzed in order to 

Obtam longer chain termlnal alkenes where after me overall l-actene yleid and SelectMtles for 

bom tandem sequences wll be wmpared 

4.7.5.a Metathesis and fransalkylation 

Use the optimlzed readion conditions from Chapter 2 and 3 and investigate the possibility 

of wmbming metathers and tansalkylation in atandem process. 

Scale up of the metathesls reaction from a miniweactor to the 150 mL stainless steel 

reador. 

Carry oul and optimize the tandem reactions by usmg 1-pentene as a stamng material for 

the metathesis step and different tnalkylaluminum compounds and ba&deplacing alkenes 

to Obtaln 1-onene. 

Grubbsl 
2 CH2=C,H8 - C4Ha=C4Hs+ CH2=CH2 t 

Figure 4.73: Schematic illustration of tandem catalysis reacfion, metathews and transalkylation 
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4.7.5.b Metathesis and ;sometizat;on 

Investigate the passibillN of transforming the ruthenium Grubbs 1 catalyst to an 

isomerlzatlon catalyst in stu. mthout the addition of chemicals to induce this change, for 

the tandem metathesisisomerization experiments. 

Use 1-pentene as the staRing compound in the metathesis readons and use the 

isommization step to obtain 1-octene from the 4-octene that was formed in the metathesis 

step. 

Optimize the metathesis-!somerization reaction by varying readan time and temperature 

and a1kene:Ru ratios. 

Figure 4.14: Schematjc i;;ustat;on of tandem catalysis reaction. metathesis and rsomerkatnn 
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4.2 EXPERIMENTAL 

4.2.1 Materiab 

A mixture of intemal Menes, which consisted mainly of Z-octene was obtalned from Sasol and 

was used as received. Chlomknrene (99%) was purchased from Aldrich and dtied before use by 

refluxing it over Can, lac tene (97%) was obtained from Merck, passed through an activated 

AI,O. mlumn to remove impuntler (such as peroxides) and stored under nltragen Grubbs 1 

(Aldnch) and Ni(acac)~ (Aldtich) catalysts were used as received. Internal ocfenes (2-Octene. 

3-octene and 4uctene) were purchased from Aldnch and used as received. Dichlommethane 

(Merck) was used as received. 1.5-Cydoacladlene (COD) was purchased from Aldnch and used 

as received. Tnethylaluminum (93%). Wioctylalumlnurn (25wt% in hexane) and tnisobutylaluminum 

were obtamed from Aldnch and used as recelved l-Hexene (97%) was purchased from Merck und 

used as received. All solvents used were of analflea1 grade. 

4.2.2 Experimental method 

4.2.2.a Mefafhes;s and fansalkvlation 

The metatheslr reamon that was investigated in Chapter 2 and the transalkylation pan from 

Chapter 3 were mmb~ned in a tandem catalysis reaction. Both pans of the tandem catalysis 

reactnn were thoroughly investigated, and therefore the optimized reactno" mnditmns could be 

used. 

General procedure 

The metathesis was performed at 30 "C overnight, with a l-pentene:Ru ratio of 1,000 and 

chlorobenzene as intemal standard in a 150 mL stainless steel reactor (Chapter 3, Figure 3.23). 

The eactene yield was determined usmg GC analysrs. After the metathesis, the ceactor was 

opened. 1 mal% Ni(acac)~ catalyst was added and the reactor was closed and bmught under 

nitrogen. After adding TEA or TlBA (5x excess 4-octene to AI), the reactor was heated to 100 'C. 

After stlmng at 100 'C far 3 hours. the reactor was heated to 150 "C to boil off the excess Mene  

under nitrogen. After cooling the reactor down to mom temperature, chlorobenzene was added as 

internal standard and GC analysis was performed to determine the amount of Mene  that was len 

In the reactor. SubsequenUy, i-alkene (ethene. 1-hexene or ldecene. 5x excess over Al) and 1.5- 

cycloacladlene (1 5 gmg Ni) were added through the septum, and the reactor was stirred at 25 *C 

for 2 h o ~ m  GC samples were taken for analysis every hour. For the experiments where ethene 

Was used as me Dackdisplaung alkene. the gas was bubbled through the reaction muture, and 

lefl stlmng for 30 minutes and analyzed by GC. Thls procedure was repeated and the reaction 

mixture was slmed again for 30 minutes. and analyzed by GC 
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4 2 2 b Metathesrs and isomerization 

For the metathese reaction the standard metatheS3s of 1-pentene as described in Chapter 2 was 

used The second step of this tandem catalysis readon inwlved the isomenration of the 

metathesis product, Coctene, and was performed with Grubbs 1 as a catalyst. The reSuHs from 

these tandem catalysis experiments are compared to the tandem catalysis reactions involving 

metathesis and transalkylat~on. 

General procedure 

Metathesis of 1-pentene was performed at 30 'C for 3 hours with a 1-pentene:Ru ratio of 1,000. 

The reamon was performed in a 3 or 5 mL mlni-reactor, as well as in the stainless steel reactor 

(Chapter 3, Figure 3.23). After the metathess, the isomerization reaction was carded out with 

different amounts of catalyst, various reactlon times and different temperatures. 

4.2.3 Analyt~cal technlquer 

Analyss of the reactlon muture was performed on an Agllent Technalogles 6850 gas 

chromatograph equlpped wlth a HP-1 column (30 m x 0 32 mm x 0 25 pm Methyl Slloxane) and 

FID detector The follow8ng anaiysls condtttons were used 

Inlet temperature 

Detector temperature 

N2 carrler gas flow rate 

Injection volume 

Oven pmgram 

HZ gas flow rate 

Air flow rate 

SOllt ratlo 

280 'C 

300 'C 

2 mL mln' at r w m  temperature 

0 2 pL (manual injecfwn) 

50 'C for 4 mln 

50 to 255 'Cat 20 'C m n  ' 
255 'C for 2 mm 

40 mL mm' at room temperature 

450 mL mm' at r w m  temperature 

50 1 

4.2.4 Calculations 

The first part In the tandem catalysis reactions for both metathes~s and transalkylatlon and 

melathes6 and isomenzatlon is the metathesis reaction of 1-pentene To determine the 

composition of the metathesis readnon mlxfure the internal standard method was used, with 

chlorobenzene (CaHsCI) as the internal standard. 
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First, the response factor (rq of 1-pntene compared to the internal standad was calculated, uslng 

the following formula: 

&=.,AL 
"PA', .4W! 

VC, = wlume of pentene [mL] 

VP,C = wlume of internal Standard [mLl 

A, = area of pentene peak (obtained from GC) 

Apnci = area of internal standard peak (obtalned from GC) 

The response factor was calculated by plotting VCJV,,, agalnsl AcdAe,,, for solutions with 

ditterent pentene:chlorobenzene ratios The slope of the callbratlon w w e  represented the 

response factor, whlch was 1.5 for 1-pntene. 

The conversion of pentene at a ceRam time durlng the metathesis reaction was calwlated using 

the following formula: 

pentene onversron [mol%] = I -i x 100 ( :,I 
n, = number of moles of 1-pentene at tlme t 

n, = number of moles of 1-pentene before reactlon 

The number of moles of l-pentene (n) can be calwlated wtth the follow~ng formula: 

= densaw of l-pentene [glmL] 

Mo = molar mass of 1-pntene [g/mol] 

42.4 a Metathesis and transalkvlabon 

The semnd palt of thls tandem catalysts experiment is the transalkylatlon reaction For the 

transalkylatcr the yteld was defined 'Octene (%I' rneanlng the amount of mene that was 

remvered aner backdlsplacement compared to the maxlrnum amount of octene that could have 

been obta~ned when all alky groups of the alumlnum compound were replaced The compos~bon 

of Internal octenes (~somenzaoan) was determined by GC analys~s 

103 
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TO calculate the amount of odene present in the readion mixture after backdisplacement, the 

response factor of octene relative to the internal standard (chlorobenrene) was determined with 

GC analysis. using the following equation: 

V = wlume of octene [mL] 

Acs = area of luctene peak 

After plonlng plonmg VcJVpha aga~nst WA,,, for Eclut~ons wlth different C. PhCl ratlos, the 

response fador was calculated by determmng the slope of the callbratron curve The response 

factor of octene was 1 2 

TO calculate the yield (or odene [%I) from the GC results after the reaction, the fol lwng formula 

was used: 

In which: 

And: 

V = voiume of trialkylalum~num compound [mL] 

hm = density of trialkylaluminum compound [glmL] 

M, = molar mass of trialkylalurninurn cornpound [glmol] 

4 2 . 4 6  Metathesis and isomenra:!on 

For the metathesis and iwmer~zation tandem catalysis readions the metathesis produd was 

isomenred under different readion conditions. After the readton, the composition of the internal 

Onenes was determined with GC analysis 
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4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.3.1 Metathesis and transalkylatlon

The 4-octene yield of the metathesis of 1-pentene was on average around 21%. Compared to the

yields obtained in Chapter 2, it was clear that the 4-octene yields of the metathesis step in the

tandem reactions were lower. The reason for this could be that the reaction conditions were not

identical, since the experiments in Chapter 2 took place in the 3 mL mini-reactor and the

experiments described in this chapter were performed on a larger scale, without solvent in the

stainless steel reactor.

Since the metathesis reaction for the tandem sequence was carried out overnight, the deactivation

of the Grubbs 1 catalyst could also have played a role, since deactivation means that no new

carbene species are formed and metathesis activity decreases. Reports in literature suggest that

the Grubbs catalyst only deactivates at extended reaction times, but estimated and calculated half-

life times for this catalyst vary.29.30.37.38

The metathesis and transalkylation reaction was performed with TIBA and TEA and different back-

displacing alkenes, to compare the yields. The octene yield in time during back-displacement (bd)

after metathesis and displacement (d) is displayed below.

Reaction time [11]

Figure4.15: Octene yield in time during back-displacement fortandem catalysis experiments

[meta: 30 'C ovemight. 1-pentene:Ru'" 1.000; d: 3 hours. 7" '" 100 'C. 1 mol% Ni(acac)~

bd: 2 hours. 7"" '" 25 'C; chlorobenzene int std. 5x excess alkene to AI]
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80

60

J f_
_TIBAlBD: 1-C,.
_TEAlBD: 1-C". _TIBAlBD: C,

0
_TIBAlBD: 1-C,
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As can be seen from Figure 4.15, the best results were obtained for the TIBA/1-C,o combination,

which was also used in the optimization steps in Chapter 3. The results with TEA were lower,

which is in agreement with the results that were obtained in Chapter 3, where the transalkylation

reaction was investigated. When 1-hexene or ethene was used as the back-displacing alkene,

lower yields were observed.

These results are consistent with the yields that were obtained in Chapter 3, where the

transalkylation reaction was investigated with the same back-displacing alkenes. 1-Decene was

the alkene that produced the highest yield, both in the tandem experiments and when only the

transalkylation reaction was performed.

The octene yield in time during back-displacement from the tandem catalysis reaction with TIBA

and 1-decene was also compared to the yield from the transalkylation reaction (no metathesis,

start with 4-octene, marked as D-BD) and the yield from the back-displacement reaction of TOA

with 1-decene (Figure 4.16). Since no extra catalyst was added in the tandem catalysis sequence

for the back-displacement, also the results from the back-displacement of TOA without catalyst

were added.

Reaction time [hI

Figure 4.16: Comparison of octene yield in time during back-displacement for tandem catalysis

experiments and separate displacement and back-displacement reactions for TIBA with

1-decene [meta: 30 'C ovemight, 1-pentene:Ru = 1,000; d: 3 hours, 1" = 100 'C,

1 mol% Ni(acac):z:bd: 2 hours, 1"" = 25 'C; chlorobenzene int std, 5x excess alkene to Aq
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Fmm Flgure 4 16 it becomes dear that the octene yield m backdlsplacement decreased wlth each 

addlt~onal readlon step Thls may be caused by the mteractlon of the different catalysts or the 

presence of unreacted components mfluenclng the next reactloo 

For the tandem catalysls experiments, the octene yceld was amund 40%. m e n  me transalkylation 

reaction was performed wlth ldecene as the backdisplaclng alkene a yield of amund 80% was 

obtained. This means that the metathesis readion indeed has influence on the transalkylation 

reaction. Possibly the Grubbs catalyst has interaction with the nlckel catalyst that was used in the 

displacement reaction. It may also be possible that the unreacted pentene that was left after the 

metathesis reaction also displaces the TIBA, thus decreasing the octene yield after back- 

displacement. 

men only the backdlsplacement readlon was pe~ormed (with catalyst), the yield war above 

9596, whereas me backdisplacement without catalyst only had a yield amund 70%. This is 

consistent with the results that were obtamed in Chapter 3. Although me nickel catalyst is added in 

the displacement reaction, it is still actlve for the backdsplacement part. This can be mnduded 

from the lower yield obtained in the backdisplacement reactlan without catalyst compared to the 

yield of the Vansalkylation reactlo". 

The octene yield fmm the tandem catalysis experiments where TIBA and ethene were used were 

compared to the separate backdisplacement experiments where also emene was used as the 

backdisplacing alkene. 

S~nce the ethene was bubbled through the readlon muture the reaction tlme that is displayed in 

Figure 4 17 is not acurrate The ethene gas was bubbled through for a short tlme (2-3 minutes), 

after which the reactor was stlrred at 25 'C Then the ethene h e  was opened agam and the 

prooedure was repeated 

Although it was dlfticult to compare the yields for tandem catalysls and backdisplacement 

readms, the results did show mat the yields obtained when only the backdisplacement readlo" 

was carried out were considerably higher than the tandem catalysis yield. The same trend was 

observed for me experiments where ldecene was used as the backdisplaclng alkene. Thls 

~ndicates that compounds present fmm metatheas and displacement might intelfere wth the 

reaction. 

F~nally, the same campanson was made far the tandem catalysls readlons wlth TIBA and 1- 

hexene wlth the correspondma separate back-displacement reactions, which can be found in the 

F w r e  4 18 In thls case the same pattern was observed 
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Figure 4.17: Comparisonof octene yield in time duringback-displacement fortandem catalysis

experiments and separate back-displacement reactions for TIBA with ethene

(TC:meta: 30 'C ovemight, 1-pentene:Ru = 1,000; d: 3 hours, 7" = 100 'C, 1mo/% Ni(acac)~

bd: 2 hours, ~ = 25 'C; chlorobenzene int std, 5x excessalkene to AI; BD: T = 25 'C]
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of octene yield in time during back-displacement for tandem catalysis

experiments and separate back-displacement reactions for TIBA with 1-hexene

{TC: meta: 30 'C ovemight, 1-pentene:Ru = 1,000; d: 3 hours, 7" = 100 'C, 1 mo/% Ni(acach

bd: 2 hours, ~ = 25 'C; chlorobenzene int std, 5x excess alkene to AI; BD: 6 hours T = 25 'C]
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The tandem calalysls yield for 1-hexene was even lower than when ldecene was used. Again, the 

yields for the backdlsplacement readion were much hlgher than the tandem catalysis yields. The 

octene yields after backdisplacement for the different tandem catalysis experimenfs can be found 

in the table belw. 

Table 4 . 1  Resuns of tandem catalysa experimenfs a m  back4splacement 

[mela30 'C overnight, 1-penteneRu = 1,000. d: 3 hours. Td= 100 C, 7 mom Ni(acaC)~; 

bd: 2 hoon. Tdd= 25 'C, 1.5 g COD/mg Ni; ch/ombenzene in1 std, 5x excess alkene to All 

Displacement Backdisplacement Odene Isomenration [%I 
[%] l&ene z-aaene 3-adene 4-odene 

TlBA 1-Cia 41 95 1 4 0 

TEA I-Cx 19 97 1 2 0 

TlBA 5-C2 22 94 2 4 0 

TlBA 1-L% 11 98 2 2 0 

AS was alw Observed, the highest octene yield was obtamd when T I M  was used in the 

displacement reaction and ldecene as the backdisplaung alkene. The tridecylaluminum 

compound was expected to be the most stable of the possible trialkylalumlnum produds after 

backdlsplacement, which could explain the higher yleld. Readions vvlth TEA were expeued to 

have a 1-r yield. which was consistent with results obtalned from the transalkylation experiments 

(Chapter 3, Table 3.3 and 3.4). The isometiratlm could te kept under control by addlng the COD 

compound before backdisplacement (1.5 g COD/mg Ni), resultmg in a hlgh i d e m  percentage 

in the product mixture. 

The effecbveness of the COD compound was delermlned by comparing the isometization that took 

place during the backdisplacement vvlVI different readlo" conditjons. 

Table 4.2' Is~marization of ldctene ate, back-displacement reaction 

E ~ P  l+dene 2 4 e n e  3&ene 4a lene  

[%I [%I [%I [%I 
Std D+BD exp, no COD 2 10 45 47 

Optimlzea BD-TOAvvlth ~-C,O 100 0 0 0 

Tandem catalysis - T I M  with 1-Clo 95 1 4 0 



m e n  no COD was used, the lsomenration was quite high, which left only a small amount of 1- 

Octene in the prcdud The isometizatlon after tandem catalysis was slightly h~gher than when the 

backdisplacement was performed separateiy, but the Octene prcduct contained a high percentage 

of l-odene (95%). Since the wmposltion of the reaction miflure in tandem catalysls was not the 

Same as for me separate backdisplacement readion due to the presence of other catalysts and 

unnacted wmpounds, thls muld have affected the isomenzation inhibiting mechanism of COD. 

Summaw of results of metathesis-transalkvlation tandem catalvss exmnments 

The metathesis-transalkylation tandem catalysls reamans were performed wlth 1-pentene as 

starting alkene in the metathesis reaction and TIBA and TEA as alumlnum compounds in the 

transalkylation readion with different backdispladng alkenes. The best 1-odene ylelds were 

Obtained when T I M  was used with ldecene as backdisplacing alkene This corresponds to the 

trend that was observed in Chapter 3, when the transalkylation reaction was investigated. 

Isornenzation after bac*dlsplacement was effedively inhibited by the addition of 1.5- 

cydooctadiene dunng backdisplacement. It was alw observed that the overall yield ot the reaction 

decreased wth every addit~onal reaction step that was added to the readlon sequence. 

4.3.2 Metathesis and isomerization 

In these tandem catalysis read~ons, an anempl was made to combine rnetathess and 

isomenzation to obtain longer chain termmal alkenes. Stalung with the standard metathesis of 1- 

pentene (30 'C, 3 hours, 1-pentene:Ru ratio = 1,000) to yield 4-octene. the momensing step was 

investigated turther In some cares, the expetiments were camed out in the mlni-reactor as well as 

In the stainless steel reador (5s). to be able to evaluate wale effeds. Firstly, after the metathesis 

readlon the isomerization was camed out at 30 'C with the addibon of ema G ~ b b s  1 catalyst. 

Table 4.3: isomenration of i-octene at 30 C far 3 hours after metathesis of l-penfene 

h mini-reactor 

Ratlo C-WRU Ratio C=CdRu PMP 1-mene z-octene 3-octene 4-actene 

Meta 150 [%I I%] [%I [%I 1x1 
1000 1000 80 0 0 25 75 

1000 1000 + Nilacach 85 0 0 0 100 

Fmm these results it Decame dear that thls temperature was not sutable for lsomenrabon Almost 

no lmmerlzallon took place but the hlgh metathesis yleld mdlcated that at these mndBons, 
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metathesis was favoured. The addition of the Ni(acac)z catalyst together wlth the Grubbs catalyst 

seemed to stop lsometizatlon completely. 

When the isometization was carried out at hlgher temperatures (120 "C) with the addition of extra 

Grubbs after metathesis, there was still metathesis in the remnd reaction step, but after 24 hours 

Some mmetiratlon was Observed. 

Table 4 4 Isomernabon of 4etsne at 120 43 affer mefathes,s of 1-pentene ,n mmr-react01 

R~~OC=C.IRU Reactlon PMP l-octene Z-octene 3-octene i-octene 

Mefaalxr Ume [hl [%] [%I [%I [%I [%I 

1000 3 85 0 0 32 68 

ls~merization at 150 'C showed more l-octene and 2-octene. but overall, less 4-octene had 

reacted (see Table 4.5). The results horn both the stainless sted reamor and the mini-reactor 

showed a lower PMP yleld and more isomerization, lndicatlng mat at higher temperatures 

lsametiratwn was favoured The results tmm the stainless steel reactor show a higher metathesis 

yleid but almost the same amount of isometization. Since the shape of the reactors and the scale 

on which the experiments were performed are not equal, the results were expected to show 

differences. 

Table 4 5: Isometization of e t e n e  at 150 43 for 3 hours affer metathesis of i-pentene 

Ratio C=CJRu Reactor PMP l a m e  l-octene 3 4 e n e  4-xtene 

~ e t a a l ~  [%I [%I [%I [%I [%I 

1000 mini-reauar 36 0.1 1 2 97 

When mvesUgating the lsametiration at 150 'C wlth different amounts of catalyst for the semnd 

reaction step, the following results were obtained. 
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Table 4.6: lsomerizatran of 4actene at 150 93 for 3 hours affer melamesis of i-pantene, 

different amounts of catalyst far isomermtion step 

Ratio Ratio Reactor PMP lactene Z d e n e  3 d e n e  4-xtene 

C=CJRu C=C.IRu [%I I%] [%I [%I [%I 
Meta 150 

1000 10000 mmreactor 44 0.5 3 6 90 

3000 noso~vont 10000 mini-reactor 60 0.7 4 11 84 

1000 10000 ss50 mL 55 0.2 1 3 95 

The exptiment carrled out mthout solvent in the metathesis step showed a higher PMP yield and 

more isomanzation, indicating that the solvent indeed had an influence in the reaction. possibly 

diluting the reaction mixture, decreasing the wntad possibilities between catalyst and alkene. 

These results are consistent wlth the results obtained when the metathesis reacllan was 

investigated (Chapter 2. Table 27), where also higher yields were observed in metathesis 

reactions where no solvent was used. 

The higher a1kene:Ru ratio in the second step does not seem to have a significant Impact on the 

~sarnarizatlon, therefore an alkeneRu ratio of 10,000 was assumed to be sumdent for 

iylmenzation. When wmpating the results obtained on a slightly larger scale in the stainless steel 

reactor with the results fmm the mini-reador, it can be seen that the isomenzation is almost the 

same, but the metathesis yield in the stainless steel reactor is hlgher. The metathests yield for the 

reaction unth solvent in the stainless steel reactor is almost equal to the metathests yield in the 

minl-reactor for the expnments without solvent. This indicates that the reactlon conditions in the 

stainless steel reador were more SuMbie for metathesis. 

When no catalyst was added for the sewnd reaction step. there was silghtly less isomenration. 

Almost no l d e n a  was formed, but when the reanlon was cam out for 24 houn, more 6 

Octene was isomenzed, but almost no extra PMP was formed. This indicated that indeed wlth the 

current reaction condltians (temperature) isometiration was favoured. 

In Table 4 6, the lsomenzatlon of Coctene at 150 "C wlth Gmbbs 1 (1" row) was compared to the 

lsornenzatlon mat twk  place after the metathesis in the tandem catalysis (TC) react~ons under 

smilar reactton candtUons (2"' row) 
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Table 4.7: Isomerization of 4ddene at 154 4: wrthout extra catalyst anermetathesk of l-penlene 

Rat10 Reaction Reactor PMP lactene 2-xtene 3 4 e n e  4-octene 

C=C,IRu time [h] [%I [%I [%I [%I [%I 

Meta 

1000 3 mm 52 0 0.5 1 98.5 

Table 4 8 Cornpanson of 4-octene rsomenzatm wlth Grubbs 1 at 150 4: wth 

rsomenzatron afiermetathesrs of l-pentene[30 53 3 hours, l-pentene Ru = 1.0001 

Rabo C=C~RU l-xtene 2-xtene 3-xtene 4-octene 

150 [%I [%I 1%) [%I 

IIO 4-octene 1000 2 11 30 57 

TC 10000 0 7 4 6 10 7 84 

For this companson, the best tandem catalysts results were taken, in which no solvent was used. 

The amount of catalyst in the separate isometization reanion seems higher, but in the TC 

expetiment it was expected that palt of the catalyst from the metathesis step was still amve in the 

Semnd step. Both readtans were performed in the 3 mL mint-reactor and the isometization was 

analyzed aner 3 houm. 

AS can be wncluded from these results, the iromerlzation after metathesis in TC was lower than 

when the isomenration was performed separately. This corresponds with previous TC results, 

where the yield decreased with every additional reamon step. The reason for thls could be that the 

unreacted components had an influence In the following reaction steps, posstbly by diluting the 

readion mixture or mterfeting with the catalyst. 

Surnmarv of results of metathesr~isomemation tandem catatwis exwmnents 

The metathesis-isomenratlon expetiments were camed out wlh Grubbs 1 as a catalyst and Mth 

1-pentene as a StarIhg material for the metathesis. Dfferent reaction times, readion temperatures 

and a1kene:Ru rauos were used to optimize the readfan. It was found that isomenzatlon was 

faMured at higher temperatures (150 'C) and that the l-xtene yield was higher when ema 

Gmbbs catalyst was added for the s m d  reaction step. 



4.3.3 Comparison of TC metPul.air-transalkylation wlth TC matatherisisometization 

The main aim of the tandem catalysis reactions was to abtam longer chain 1-alkenes from shorter 

chain primary alkenes. To achieve this. two different reactlon paths were explored, the flrst being 

metathess and transalkylation, the other metathesis mmbined wth lsomenration. 

Table 4 9 Cornpanson of octene d!.mbut!on of tandem catalyss products for 

metathes,s-transaIkyIat,on versus metathesrs-rsomen2allon 

l-actena 2-actene 3-actene 4-actene 

[%I [%I [%I [%I 
Mata-Tranralkylatton 95 1 4 0 

Meta-lsomenrabon (mlnl-reactor) 0 7 4 6  107 84 

Meta-lsomenzatlon (ss reactor) 0 2 1 3 95 

For this mmpanson, the best results fmm the TC metathesis-tansalkylat~on were campared to the 

best resuitr fmm the TC metatheas-aomenzat~on the latter was performed in both the mml- 

reanor and the stainless steel reactor 

M e n  iwklng at the actene dlstrlbutlon (Table 4 9) ~t can be mncluded that the metathesis- 

transAkylatl0n method was far mare successful The seleuvmy towards l m e n e  was very hlgh 

mmpared to the metathesis-isomenzatlon experiments Were only a small percentage of the 

OCtene mntent was l-actene 

Table 4.10: Octene yields for metathesis-lransalkylation and metafhesis-isometization 

Metathesis yield Yield Overall 

(4-actene) semnd step l-actene yteld 
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When looking at the average overall yield of the tandem catalysis experiments Fable 4.10) it 

becomes clear mat although the metathesis-transalkylat~on experiments consist of three reaction 

Steps. me overall t-oclene yield is still higher. The mam reason for this is the high SelWvity 

tawards l-oclene in the transalkylation. 

An advantage of the metathes~s-aomenzatlon process 1s shorter reacllon tlme and the fact that 

1- hazardous Chemlcal~ were used To be able to obta~n hlgher seledlvlty in the isamenratlon 

reamon mare expenmenfa are needed 

Although the tandem catalysis experiments desaibed in literature generally require the additlon of 

an alcohol, a base, hydrogen or a combination of these three, this research shows that by smply 

increasing the temperature afier the metathesis of alkenes with G ~ b b s  1, an isomenrat~on 

reaction takes place. This inalcates that by increasing the temperature of the reaction a Nthenium 

hydide speues was formed that catalyzed the lsomerlzation. 

4.4 CONCLUSIONS 

Tandem catalysis experiments were carned out in order to obtain longer chain terminal alkenes. 

The metathesis readlon was used as the fint part of the tandem catalysis sequence, followed by 

&her transalkylation in the presence of a TAA mmpound or isomerization with G ~ b b s  1 catalyst. 

The metathesis and transalkylatlon reactnons were described in Chapter 2 and 3 respectively, and 

were combined in the tandem reactions, whch were subsequently optimized. The results show 

that l-octene was identifled as reactlon product in both types of tandem catalysis reactions. The 

yield and selectivity of the metatnests-transalkylatlon reaction was hlgher than the metathesis- 

iSOmerization reaction, whlch was malnly due to the hlgh selectlvlty of the transalkylation readton. 

The (homogeneous) tandem catalysis reaction in which metathesds and transalkylation are 

mmbined in one single reactor wlthout separation or reurculauon steps has not been reported in 

literature up to date, although patents desuibing the (heterogeneous) industrial application of a 

COmblMllOn of metathesis and transalkylatlon in a senes of reacton have been found. 

The octene yield of the transalkylation reaction in the tandem experiment was higher when TlBA 

was used lnstead of TEA (41% compared to 22%) and ldecene as the backdispladng alkene. 1- 

OeCene showed a 41% octene yield, where wlth ethene and 1-hexene a lower yleld was Obtalned 

(22 and 11% respectively). 

It was also seen that the octene yleld decreased wlth every additional reamon step For reactions 

invoking TlBA as the alkylaluminum compound and 1-decene as the bac*displaung alkene the 

yleld of the transalkylation reactions in the tandem sequence was 41%. compared to 00% when 

115 



only the transalkylation was camied out. Thls lndlcates that indeed the metathesls readion has an 

influence on the transalkylation readlon. This muld mean that the Grubbs catalyst interacts with 

the nickel catalyst that was used in the dtsplacement reaCLlan. It may also be poslble that the 

unreacted pentene that was left after the metathesls reactton also displaces the TIBA, thus 

deweamg the octene yield after backdisptacement. 

The overail veld of thls tandem sequence was 86%, with a 95% seledlvity towards l-octene in 

the readlon produd. The catalysts that were used in the tandem readions seemed to be 

compatible, but funher studies are needed with different catalyst mmblnations, preferably including 

a heterogeneaus catalyst system far the metathesis readon, to improve readion yields and to 

fadlitate separation of the reactlon produd. 

The conversion of a ruthenium metathesis catalyst to its wnesponding hydride specles (whch 

catalyzes isomerization and hydrogenation) has been reported in literature. The reponed 

conversion takes place upon addiiion of reagents (almhal, base, hydrogen), but there have also 

been reports on the mfluence of temperature in WmbinaWn with the addlt~on of chemtcals on this 

catalyst transformation 

In this study, tsomerizatron of d-odene was observed when the reaction temperature was 

mueased after metathesis without the addtion of chemicals to induce the catalyst transformation. 

Although the overall t-odene yield was relatively low in the tandem readions (<1%), it was found 

that lsomerkation was considerably higher when 4qctene was reacted with Gmbbs 1 catalyst at 

150 'C in a one-step experiment (43% isometizabon. 2% of which was l-octene). This indicates 

that the Grubbs 1 catalyst favours isomenra(lan at higher temperatures, even without additional 

reagents, but that the yield decreases when the number of readion steps is increased. 

Furlher studles, lnvolvlng other catalyst systems for the tandem readlons in an anempt to (nuease 

the l-odene ylelds are needed whlch would also mprove understandmg of the readion 

mechanlsrn 
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Conclusions 



5.1 Metathesis 

The metathes~s reaction was studied and optimized with different alkenes and under different 

reaction wnditmns w~th Grubbs 1 as a catalyst. It was not the swpe of this study ta perform an In 

dept fnvestigation lnto the metathesls reactlon and mechanism, since this has already been done 

by numerous r-rchers. The aim of this study was merely to find the best reaction wnditions for 

the metathesis reaction so that it could be used as the first step in the tandem experiments. 

m e n  the metathesis reaction was canled out at 30% with an a1kene:Ru ratio of 1.000, a high 

seled~i ty towards the PMP was observed and no significant SMP or isomerization was detected. 

Reproducible PMP yields were obtained from different alkenes, ranging from 45% after 5 hours for 

1-cztene to aroum 60% when l-pentene was used when the reactm was pelformed without 

solvent (with 1-octene) or when the equhbrium of metathesls of 1-odenewas shined to the right 

The metathesls reactton proved to be a sutable way to produce longer da ln  (~nternal) alkenes, 

wlth hlgh ylelas and relatively short readlon tlmes maklng it poss~ble to inwrporate thls reactton in 

the tandem catalysts readlons 

5.2 Transalkylation 

It proved to be a dallenge to develop a quantitatwe analysis method for the transalkylation 

reaction. Despite the fact that the most suitable analysis technique, NMR analysis, was not 

available In this project (the oniy accessible NMR apparatus could not detect any of the aluminum 

compounds and therefore wuld not be used), a successful analysis method was found. Although 

not as accurate as NMR analysls, this method, that involved the bolling off of excess alkenes after 

the first part of the transalkylation in combination wtth GC analysis, proved to be a suitable tool to 

quantitatively investigate the tansalkylat~on readon and test different readion conditions. 

Simultaneous wlth the development of this analysls method a suitable reactor setup was bullt, 

refledlng the specla1 precautions that were needed to work wth the alkylalum~num wmpaunds 

The reactor setup was madlfied and jmproved as the expenmental method was developed 

Wlth the analysts and reactor in place, the transalkylation reaction -Id be thoroughly investigated 

under different reaction WndRiOns and with different aluminum wmpounds and alkenes. The 

reaction yleld at optimized reactlo" wnditions using 4-octene was reproducible a m  sutflcient far 

the tandem catalysis experiments. The highest actene yield (82%) was obtained when the 

displacement reaction was camed out at 10O'C far 3 hours with 1 mot% Ni(acac)~ as a catalyst, 

followed by back-displacement of the TOA wtth 1-decene at 25°C for 2 hours. No addlbanal 

Catalyst was needed for the backdisplacement readion and COD was used to prevent 

~somerization. 



This research pmved that the transalkylation readion was a suitable way to obtain terminal 

alkenes from lntemal ones, and could potentially be incorporated as the second step in the tandem 

catalysis experiments. 

5.3 Tandem catalysis 

Since the reactor setup was already developed and the metamesis and tansalkylation reactions 

were studled and optimized, the first type of tandem reactions could be canied out relatively easy. 

The yields for the metathesis-transalkylation tandem reactions were reproducible, and a hlgh 

seleEtiwty towards l-octene was observed. When staning wim l-pentene the final product of me 

landem reactions contained mostly l-octene. as was confirmed ~ 4 t h  GC analysis. When looking at 

the aim, which was producing longer cham termma1 alkenes, this tandem catalysis setup certainly 

pmved to be a sultable way to achieve m8s. 

The overall yield of the tandem experiments was 8 6% (21% yield in the metamesls and 41% from 

me transalkylatm) with 95% selectivity towards l-xtene. It can be canduded that the yield of the 

separate pans of the tandem reactions decreased wth every additional reaction step. Since no 

Separabon steps were included m the reaction sequence, there must have been an lnteradion 

between the reaction components of the dfferent readions. 

For the metathesls-isomenatlon tandem experiments, only the reaction conditions suitable for the 

isamenation part had to be detemlned. Akhough reports about the h sit" transformatlon of a 

metathesls catalyst tnlo an isomeriatmn catalyst in literature almost inMtiably include the addition 

of certain chemicals mat induce this change, this research proves that an (nuease in temperature 

also inueases isametizatlon. It may be true that the yleid and emuency of the isometizatian was 

relatively law ( d %  overall yield), but it is cewinly interesting to see that it is possible. Naturally, 

more research 1s needed to optimizethis method and to fully understand the readion mechanism. 

Needless to say that In the mmpanson of the two tandem catalysis variatlons mentioned above, 

the highest overall l-octene yields were obtained wth the metathesictransalkylaflon reaction. 

Although the yield decreased wlth every additional readlon step, this method certainly can be a 

MlUable 1001 to obtain longer chain terminal alkenes. However, when mis reaction is applied in 

industry on a large scale, thls tandem setup might not be the best choice. When the overall yield of 

me tandem metatheslstransalkylation readtons (8.6%) IS compared to the yields of the separate 

metathesls (45%) and transalkylation reactions (82%). the l-octene yield could theoretically be as 

high as 37%. This would include separation and purification steps, leading to longer reaction times 

and possible yield loses due to purification steps. 



A muitiple reactor System would probably be more apprapnate when looking at a continuous flow 

and me possibility of recycle streams in the pmcess. And even though Grubbs 1 is a very suitable 

metathesis catalyst, when dealing wth larger scale expenments and industtial applicatlons, a 

heterogeneous catalyst would probably be a bener alternative when lmking at separation and cost 

perspective. 

5.4 Overview and recommendations 

The alm of this study was to make longer chain tenlnal alkenes by using metathesis and 

transalkylation or metathesis and isomenzation in tandem catalysis. The results presented in this 

thes~s prove that this was achieved and a new tandem catalysis method was developed. The 

tandem catalysis reactor setup was suitable far laboratory wale expenments and improved the 

knowledge of transalkylation reactions. 

When looking at industrial scale applications, a number of other factors that determine the 

feasibility of a certain method have to be taken into acmunt, possibly resulbng in a totally different 

Outcome. Same of these factors that play a role are: catalyst choice (price, separation possibilities, 

seleaivity and required readion conditions), reactlon setup (batch scale in tandem catalysis or 

continuous flow in multiple reactors) and many others. 

Usmg the transalkyiation reactton in combination wth metathesis to obtain longer chain terminal 

alkenes provides certain advantages with respect to me well-known Ziegler "growlti reactno". 

Although this g r m h  reamon also results in longer chain terminal alkenes. this reactlon can only 

pmduce even numbered alkenes, since ethene is used by insenlng it lnto the aluminum-alkyl bond. 

Apan from the appllcatfon of a wder varlety of short chaln ternma1 alkenes as startlng materials 

the transalkylatlon readlon also has the advantage that the camon number of the product is known 

beforehand whereas with the growth reamon the chaln growth has to be stopped at the deslred 

Cham iengm whlch generally produces a mtaure of alkenes wlth different chaln lengths 

Before it would be possible to deternine the actual feasibility of this speeifle tandem catalysis 

technique and apply it in commercial processes, more research in combination with more accurate 

anaiysis methods is deflnltely necessary. 



Metathesis and transalkylation in tandem catalysis 

Longer chain terminal alkenes, whlch are in hlgh demand in industry can be obtained from widely 

available shorter chaln termlnal alkenes in a tandem catalysis readon. Tandem catalysis involves 

me combinat~on af muniple catalytic readions in a single reador without separation steps in 

between. In thts study, longer chain terminal alkenes were obtalned by combinmg metathesis and 

transalkylatlon in a tandem expetiment and the results were compared to a different type of 

tandem experiment, involmng metathesis and isomenzation. 

The metathesis reaction was invesbgated in Chapter 2, where a shon chain terminai alkene s 

used as the starting matanal. producing a longer chain internal alkene as primary metathesis 

pmdud. In these reactions, Grubbs 1 catalyst was used and the experiments were carned out in a 

mini-reactor with dinerent alkenes (l-pentene, l -Mene and ldecene) under dlnerent readion 

conditions. The PMP yield decreased with increasing a1kene:Ru ratto and the alkene chain length 

influence was not very Clear. Reproducible ylelds were obtained with all three of the alkenes and 

the yield increased when the reamon was carned out without solvent or when the gas formed 

duting the reamon was allowed to exape (equilibtium shift). The average PMP yield far l-onene 

was 45% after 5 hours at 30 "C wlth an a1kene:Ru ratlo of 1.000 and above 60% for 1-pentene or 

when l-onene was used in readons without solvent or when the equilibtium was shifted to the 

right. 

In Chapter 3 the transalkylation reamon was carried out. Thls transalkylation reaction a based on 

the Ziegler "Aufbau' (gmwih) readion and transforms an internal alkene into a terminal alkene. In 

thls project the main focus was to obtain tenlnal octenes, therefore the starting alkene for the 

transalkylation reaction was an Internal Mene  The first part of the transalkylation readion, the 

displacement. Involves the displacement of the alkyl groups of a ttialkylaluminum compound by 

octene. This internal actene is ismetized to 1-Mene before displaung the alkyl group, in the 

pr-nce of an isomenration catalyst. The second part of the readion is the backdlsplacement. 

where the newly formed oetyl groups of the tnoetylaluminum compound are replaced again with 

another (termmal) alkene. setUng free a terminal octene. 

A reador setup was built that was suitable for mese experiments and could also k used in the 

tandem catalysis expetiments. After the development of a quant~tative analysis method, whlch 



consisted of boliing off the excess odene after displacement in mmbmation with GC analysls, the 

tranralkylation reaction was investigated and optimized. 

The best results were obtained when TlBA was used in mmbmation with 1-decene as a back- 

dsplaclng alkene. The optlmal yields were ahtamed when the displacement reaction was carried 

out at 100 "C for 3 hours with 1 mo1% Ni(acacI2 catalyst, followed by the backdisplacement a1 

25 'C for 2 hours, both reactmu Mth an a1kene:Al ratio of 5:l. W e n  starting with 4-mene, an 

82% yield was obtained. 1.5-Cyclooctadiene was used to stop isomerization after bad-  

displacement, whch pmved to be a very suocessful isomenzabon-inhibiting agent. 

The optimized metathesis and tansalkylation reactions were combined in tandem experiments in 

Chapter 4. An overall yleld of 8.6% was obtained aRer metathesis of 1-pentene with Grubbs 1 as a 

catalyst, followed by Vansalkylatlon where TlBA was used as the aluminum compound and 1- 

decene as the back-daplaung alkene, in the presence of the Nt(acac)> catalyst. The octene 

product mnsisted mostly of 1-odene (95%), but some isomenration had taken place. 

The metathesis-isomermbon experiments showed a very low 1-octene yield in the tsomerlration 

step, and therefore the oveall yleld of these expenments was lower than that of the metathesis- 

tansalkylation experiments. 

An oveMew of the conclusions of the different chapters was given in Chapter 5, where the 

patentla of the pmjed on a lamer Ecale was discussed. The tandem catalysis experiments in 

whim metathesis and tranralkylation were mmblned proved to be successful in obtaining longer 

chaln terminal alkenes. as was set as the main aim of thls study. Although this method was 

suitable for laboratory scaie experiments, more aspects have to be taken into acmunt to determine 

the feasiblllty on a iarger industrial scale. 



Metathese en transalkylering in tandem katalyse 

Terminale alkenen met langere ketens, waawwr vanuit de industne een grote aanvraag is, 

kunnen vehregen worden uit makkeltjk beschikbare konere terminale alkenen dmr middel van 

een tandem katalyse raakbe. Tandem katalyse behelst de kombinatie van meerdere katalytlsche 

reakties in een enkele reaktor zonder scheidingsstappen tussenin. In deze studie werden langere 

termmale alkenen vehregen "it een kombinatie van metathese en transalkylering in een tandem 

reaktie, m a m a  de resultaten vergeleken werden met een ander type tandem experiment, waarbij 

metathese gekombineerd werd met een isomensatie stap. 

De metathese reaktie werd onderzrrht in Hoofdstuk 2, waarbij een korte teninale alkeen werd 

gebmikt als uitgangsmateriaal wat een langere terninale alkeen oplevert als ptimaire metathese 

pmdukt. Gmbbs 1 werd in dere reakties gebmikt als katalysator, welke uttgevoerd werden in een 

mrl-reaktor met venchillende alkenen (l-penteen. I-okteen en l-dekeen) en ander vemhillende 

reaMle-omStandigheden. De PMP opbrengst "am af met twnemende a1keen:Ru verhouding en de 

invloed van de alkeen ketenlengte was niet kwantitatief aantoonbaar. Repmduceerbare 

opbrengsten werden vehregen met alle dne de alkenen en de opbrengst was hoger wanner de 

reaMie uitgevwrd wad  zonder oplosmlddel en wanneer het gas wat varmde tijdens de reaktie kon 

ontsnappen (venchuinng van het evenwicht). De gemiddelde PMP opbrengst voor l-okteen was 

45% na 5 uur bl] 30 'C met een a1keen:Ru verhouding van 1,000 en boven 60% vwr  reakties met 

l-penteen of vwr  de reakties waarin l-okteen gebmikt werd zonder oplosmiddel en wanneer het 

evenwicht naar rechts werd geschoven dwr  het gas te laten ontsnappen. 

Hmfdstuk 3 beschnjft de transalkyietingsreaktie. In deze reaktie, d i e s  gebaseerd op de'Autbau' 

(gmei) reaktie van Ziegler, wordt een interne alkeen omgezet in een terminale alkeen. Het d w i  

van dit onderzcek was om termmale oktenen te vekrijgen, daarom was het uitgangsprodukt van 

de transalkylenngsreaktie een interne okteen. In het eente deel van de transalkylenngsreaktie, de 

verplaatsingsreaktle, wordt de alkyl gmep van de Vlalkylaluminium vewangen door okteen. De 

interne okteen wordt ge'isomenseerd naar l-okteen vwrdat het de alkyl gmup vervangt in de 

aanwezigheid van een isomerisatie katalysator Het tweede deel van de reaMie is de temg- 

verplaatsmg, w a i n  de nleuw gevormde oktyikgroepen van de alumlnlum opnieuw worden 

vervangen met een andere (terminale) alkeen, en waarblj dan l-akteen wordt vnjgesteld. 



Een geschlkte reaktor opstellmg werd onworpen en gebowd voor de transalkyleringsreaktles, die 

eveneens gebruikt kon worden in de tandem experimenten. Na de onwikkeling van een 

kwantitatieve analyse methode, die bestond uit het ardampen van de overmaat okteen na de 

verplaatsingsreaktle in kombinatie met GC analyse, werd de transalkylenngsreaktle ondenocnt en 

geoptimaliseerd. 

De k s t e  resultaten werden verkregen wanner TlBA wed gebruikt samen met I-dekeen als de 

terug-verplaatsende alkeen. De gmtste opbrengst werd behaald wanner de verplaatsingsreaktle 

werd ultgevoerd bij 100 'C gedurende 3 uur met 1 mol% Nl(acac)> katalysator, gevolgd door de 

terueverplaatslngsreaMie b6j 25 'C gedurende 2 uur, beide met een alkeen:Al vemouding van 5:l. 

Wanneer 4-okteen werd gebruikt als uitgangsstof voor de reaktie werd een opbrengst van 82% 

khaald. 1.5-gclc-oktadleen bleek succesvol om de isometisatie na de tew-verplaatsingsreaktie 

te stoppen. 

De geoptimaliseerde metathere en transalkylenngsreaktler, werden gekombineerd in tandem 

experimenten in Hoofdrtuk 4. Een totale opbrengsl van 8.6% werd verkregen na de metathese 

van 1-penteen met Grxbbs 1 als katalysator, gevolgd door de transalkyletingsreaktle waarbij TlBA 

werd gebrutkt als de aluminium komponent en ldekeen als de terug-verplaatsende alkeen in de 

aanwerigheid van de Ni(acack katalysator. Het okteen produkt bestond voor het grwtste deel ult 

I-okteen (95%) maar een gennge mate van isomerisatie had plaatsgewnden. 

De I-okteen opbrengst in de isometisatle stap van de metathese-somerisatie expenmenten was 

erg laag. waamoor de tatale opbrengst van deze expertmenten "eel lager was dan die van de 

metathes~transalkylenngsexperimenteo 

In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt een overzicht gegeven van de eandus~es van de verschlllende 

hoofdstukken, waarblj de mogelijkheden a n  dil projekt op grotere schaal worden besproken De 

tandem katalyse expenmenten waarbij metatese en transalkylering wemen gekombineerd bleken 

succesvol in het vehijgen van langere termmale alkenen, wat het doe1 was van dit onderzoek. 

Hoewel dere methode geschikt was ap laboratonumschaal moet er met meer aspeMen rekenlng 

gehouden women om te kunnen beoordelen wat de haalbaarheid van deze methode is ap grotere 

mdustriele schaal. 
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